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Meeting the Challenges of the Future:
research and Innovation at the Fraunhofer IFF

Dear Readers and Friends, Partners and Clients of the
Fraunhofer IFF!
Technical innovation and social trends frequently go hand in
hand. While it is not always clear, which influences the other
more, they are virtually inseparable.
If we think about famous developments such as the printing
press, steam engine, space travel or efforts to produce electricity from sun and wind, we see that new technologies always
unleash potentials. They stimulate the imagination and allow
us to look toward new horizons. Nonetheless, they also give
rise to new challenges and issues which we have to deal with
in turn.
It is the job of researchers and engineers to provide answers.
“Innovation on demand” we could say. This is also what sets
institutes of the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft apart. They are engines of innovation and expediters of technological development.
When, in the wake of German reunification over twenty years
ago, the initiative to establish an independent Fraunhofer Institute took form here in Magdeburg, a new age was dawning, and not just for Germany. In this period charged with
conflicts, the new German states experienced a political and
economic transformation of vast magnitude. In the midst of
this volatile situation with an economy in the throes of reconstruction, we nonetheless succeeded in officially announcing
the founding of an independent Fraunhofer Institution for
Factory Operation and Operation in Magdeburg on January 1,
1992.

“Innovation on demand is also what
sets institutes of the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft apart.”

Prof. Michael Schenk,
Director of the Fraunhofer Institute for Factory Operation
and Automation IFF. Photo: Dirk Mahler

At that time, Magdeburg was a center of heavy machinery

The Fraunhofer IFF has been working on related issues for

and plant engineering. The former Technical University Magde-

quite some time. Our reliance on state-of-the-art technologies,

burg, with its influential school of mechanical engineering,

such as automated systems, and digital engineering for effi-

and a distinguished center of technical research, FER Inge-

cient, reliable and better production or the construction of re-

nieurgesellschaft für Automatisierung GmbH, were located

source efficient factories from the very start is certainly an ad-

here. The city was therefore predestined for a Fraunhofer Insti-

vantage. The road we took earlier has proven to be the right

tute geared toward production engineering. Consequently,

one and the commercial significance of solutions we have pro-

factory and production planning, production logistics, quality

posed is becoming increasingly apparent.

management, maintenance and factory automation were the
first fields cultivated by our still small team of around thirty
employees at that time.

“An inherent ambition to Innovate”

From its modest beginnings, the Fraunhofer IFF has grown

This strengthens our determination to continue keeping an

over the past twenty years into a respected partner to region-

eye on global relationships, while we work on practical solu-

al, national and international companies. Today, we are a

tions in detail, which help companies along in everyday busi-

globally operating center of research and development with

ness. This will enable us to master the challenges of the fu-

clients and partners in nearly forty countries. Our partners’ size

ture.

is not crucial. Whether an SME or major corporation, we take
good care of anyone in need of a customized solution for spe-

We are paying close attention to five of these challenges in

cific tasks. The over 1,700 national and international industry

particular. We call them “Demographic-driven Organization of

projects we have completed successfully since the founding of

Production”, “Smart Automation”, “Development of Resource

our institute speak for themselves.

Efficient Factories and Production Systems”, mastery of increasingly “Distributed and Dynamic Knowledge about Pro-

The social progress and changing basic conditions over the

duction” and the refinement of “Digital Engineering”.

past decade have also left their mark on the expectations on
our research and services. We have been aware of this pres-

In response to these major challenges, the Fraunhofer IFF’s re-

sure to innovate all along. Consequently, we have unremit-

searchers have produced one magnificent technical innovation

tingly oriented our pursuits toward the changing need of busi-

after another over the past years. This special issue of the IFFo-

ness and industry. The basic prerequisite for our continued

cus on the occasion of the Fraunhofer IFF’s twentieth anniver-

success in this respect is the quality of our researchers. No

sary presents a retrospective review of some of them.

matter how diversely and interdisciplinarily our teams may be
assembled, one important quality is always expected from ev-

I wish you enjoyable reading! Continue accompanying us.

ery single researcher: an inherent ambition to innovate.

Together, we can meet the challenges of tomorrow.

Without a doubt, demographic change in Europe is one of the
central challenges our society is facing at present. As the population age structure changes dramatically, fewer and fewer

Your,

young people are entering the workforce. This is affecting

Prof. Dr.-Ing. habil. Prof. E. h. Dr. h. c. mult. Michael Schenk

more than just social systems. This will and must be reflected
extensively in new methods of production as well. One means
is to increase productivity in order to produce with consistent,
if not improved quality, under these conditions in the future,
too – always with an eye on the global competition and rapidly growing competitors.
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Demographic-Driven Organization
of Production
Europe›s demographic trend is confront-

At the same time, the trend toward

ing our society with new challenges.

more frequent job changes will inten-

Birth rates are stagnating in most West-

sify. All of this will be accompanied by

ern countries. They are even declining in

continual confrontation with new,

some. The number of elderly will grow in

complex jobs, increasingly faster pro-

the long term as fewer and fewer young

duction cycles, increasing diversity of

people take their place in return. This

product models and intensive use of

trend is especially affecting Germany.

technology, all of which is already reality in our fast-paced, extremely vola-

The changed demographic will influence

tile economy. It is hard to imagine that

many domains of our life considerably

this trend will intensify in the future.

and, naturally, our modes of production
as well. The inevitably higher percentage

Advanced, modified methods of em-

of older employees necessitates a reorga-

ployee qualification and technical sup-

nization of our production systems. In

port systems furnish important re-

the future, they will have to respond to

sponses to these challenges. Virtual

age groups’ potentials and demands

and real environments are increasingly

even better. Among other things, this

converging at the workplace. They fa-

will mean allowing for older workers’

cilitate learning and rapid mastery of

weaker physiology, reorganizing work

new or difficult procedures. We will be

and having automated assistance sys-

working hand-in-hand with robots

tems provide needed support.

that replace human colleagues. In the
future, they will relieve us of difficult

We will equally have to bear in mind that

or monotonous work or take over

a decrease in the younger population will

tasks that demand consistently high

also reduce the overall availability of

precision. This will enable us to main-

highly qualified employees. Responding

tain or even boost our productivity in

to this will require more than turning our

the future, too. Some of the necessary

attention to improving the education of

technologies are being developed at

upcoming generations. Less qualified in-

Magdeburg’s Fraunhofer IFF.

dividuals will also become more important and have to be integrated in work
processes more heavily.
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virtuaL interactive
training for rwe

abbildungen: fraunhofer Iff

Wilhelm termath and Paul Mecking

2007

V i r t u a l re a l i t i e s (VR ) ha v e m a n y f i e l d s of

In the course of reworking the company’s internal training pro-

practic a l a p p l i c a t i o n . I n t h e f u t u re , t h e y w i l l p ro-

gram, a decision was made to collaborate with the experts

vide us i m p o r t a n t s e r v i c e s , p a r t i c u l a r l y a s a n e du-

from the Fraunhofer IFF Virtual Development and Training

cationa l m e d i u m a n d a k n o w l e d g e s t o r a g e s y s t em.

Centre VDTC because the specific constraints of ongoing tech-

One su c c e s s f u l e x a m p l e i s t h e i n t e r a c t i v e t r a i n i ng

nical operation make training in real situations quite difficult.

scenari o j o i n t l y d e v e l o p e d b y t h e F r a un h o f e r IFF

One far-reaching problem was the relative inability to use

and R W E, w h i c h h a s m e t w i t h a g re a t re s p o n s e , es-

equipment in operation, in this case the transformers, for pur-

pecially f ro m t e c h n i c a l s p e c i a l i s t s .

poses of training for safety reasons and because they are integrated in national or international power grid structures.
Moreover, pertinent safety standards always have to be ob-

“Our experts there were thrilled when we showed them this

served strictly whenever inspection, servicing, maintenance

application for the first time,” according to Paul Mecking from

and improvement work is being done. This also complicates

the Technik Center Primärtechnik of RWE Rhein-Ruhr Netzser-

training considerably. In addition, it is impossible to really ob-

vice GmbH. He is in charge of jointly developing this new

serve functional processes inside equipment. Specialists there-

learning medium for RWE. “Earlier, people had to read and

fore need a high degree of technical knowledge and the abili-

process vast quantities of paper. Today, one can look at a nec-

ty to think abstractly to understand them.

essary procedure in a fraction of the time and everyone has
the same level of knowledge.”
He’s talking about the first prototype VR application for RWE
Technik Center employee training. A large transformer and its

Virtual Scenarios as Storage
Systems

disassembly have been visualized down to the last detail and

The stations’ decades-long service life ultimately necessitates

made available to the specialists as the foundation for training

developing technical specialists’ knowhow for the company

in an interactive, virtual environment. This scenario was devel-

and rendering it useful for future generations. This must be

oped jointly with the researchers from the Virtual Interactive

done in as simple, concrete and standardized a way as possi-

Training Business Unit of the Fraunhofer IFF in Magdeburg and

ble. The use of virtual technologies commended itself here.

was intended to be evaluated by the specialists in the end. The

The Fraunhofer IFF had already effectively demonstrated their

visualization’s effectiveness and high technical precision were

potential as a high performance educational scenario and

obvious but nobody had anticipated such a unanimously posi-

knowledge storage system many times over.

tive reaction from the experts.
In a first step, the disassembly of a large transformer is visual-

30 Years of Experience

ized on the “rail profile”, i.e. it is prepared for the requirements of rail transport. VR technology makes it possible to
map the operations down to the minutest detail and as a com-

RWE Technik Center Primärtechnik specializes in high voltage

prehensible procedure. Employees are introduced to every im-

equipment and large transformers. For over thirty years, 110

portant point and task step by step. Later, they have to handle

to 380 kV power circuit breakers, converters, disconnectors

these on their own in a special learning scenario with the sup-

and transformers in voltage levels have been serviced and re-

port of this program. In addition, they acquire insight into all

paired in shops and onsite at stations. Employees receive com-

of the transformer’s internal processes and the functional cor-

prehensive and intensive training to assure the quality of their

relations of their particular jobs. In the past, such contents

work. Real-time information and technical support for employ-

could only be taught very abstractly. That took up consider-

ees throughout the entire concern supplement the qualifica-

ably more time and did not guarantee a consistent level of

tion programs.

knowledge among everyone involved. On the other hand, visualizing the procedures facilitates their internalization much
better and increases the quality of training considerably.

2012 Special Issue IFFOCUS
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Beyond their use as demonstration and learning environments, interactive models will also be employed in the future
as a medium to secure and transfer empirical knowledge.
The extreme practicability of this was demonstrated with the
creation of a training scenario. Above all, the sum of experiences of the technician called in for consulting ultimately
yielded the perfect presentation of an optimal sequence of
operations. The positive feedback confirms this in every respect. RWE’s future path clearly appears to point in the direction of VR. “Our company is extremely receptive to this medium,” says the engineer Mecking. He is certain that “in the
future, VR visualization will assume a key role in the advanced qualification of internal technical staff and specialists.
That will enable us to fully service our stations ourselves without having to rely on external companies. It would even be
conceivable to turn it into a service we offer externally at a
later time.”

3D
A large 200 kV transformer in RWE’s Niederrhein

3D

switching station.

Apart from the opportunity to train on a system that is normally inaccessible, the use of learning scenarios generates a
whole series of other advantages: Practical training can largely
be conducted anywhere and anytime with a flexible number
of trainees. Both the schedule of assignments and the focus
on individual procedures can be varied as desired.

Perfectly Presented Operation
Errors do not have any negative consequences in a virtual environment and all of the procedures are clear to every trainee all
of the time. Moreover, the application of advanced technologies has proven to be an additional motivational factor for employees in the information age. Not least, the system also gives
large concerns with an international base another reason to
be interested in it: Knowledge can almost always be transferred “culturally independently”, i.e. when equipment of the
same design is used, standardized operations can be applied
everywhere without any “translation problems”.

The lock nuts are loosened from the conductor bolts.
Graphics: Fraunhofer IFF
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At any rate, initial use of the virtual learning scenarios at

The Fraunhofer IFF collaborates especially closely with the Insti-

RWE’s training center in Wanderath has been very successful.

tute for Vocational Education and Human Resource Develop-

Another interactive learning scenario of the replacement of a

ment in the Training and Technology Competence Center,

Buchholz relay is now being prepared. The developers in Mag-

which originated as a joint initiative of Prof. Michael Schenk,

deburg will thus have a strong partner in RWE in the future,

Director of the Fraunhofer Institute IFF, and Prof. Klaus Jene-

too. At the moment, they are one of the world’s leading insti-

wein, Chair of Technology and Education. The partners have

tutes in the field of interactive virtuality. Not least, the Fraun-

agreed to establish jointly supported research and develop-

hofer IFF’s cooperation with Otto von Guericke University has

ment projects. These will continually be developed in collabo-

proven valuable for the preparation preparing such qualifica-

ration with both the specialized research expertise based in

tion programs and developing their curricula.

Magdeburg and regional businesses. ■

3D
Vivid and realistic: A large-scale projection of the virtual-interactive training scenario for RWE in the Elbe Dom at the VDTC.
Photo: Viktoria Kühne
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Interactive Humans
and Machines
Service Robots Cooperating with
Humans in Laboratories
Dr. Norbert Elkmann

Graphic: Fraunhofer IFF

2 0 0 7 Multifunctional assistant robots interacting
with humans have been a staple of science fiction
but not for much longer. In t he joint project LISA
fu nded by the BMBF, the Fraunhofer IFF is collaborating with well-known partners to develop a service
robot suitable for everyday use in the life science
sector. I t reacts to speech, navigates fully autonomously and is extremely flexible. This high-tech
system makes direct teamwork between robots
and humans practicable and meets the stringent
safety standards for the first time.

Fantasy lets everything appear quite simple: White service ro-

tions or intervene itself. All the while, the robot will intensively

bots assiduously zip up and down a research institute’s corri-

interact with the human staff with which it shares its entire

dors. Small service units incessantly circle researchers and their

work area. The utility of such a system in the life science sector

guests, always on the lookout for a favor they can do for

is indisputable. A preponderant share of work in biotechno-

them, while their humanoid-looking sidekicks at the door pa-

logical and pharmaceutical research still has to be performed

tiently wait to help visitors into their coats. Naturally, a mobile

manually, specifically the preparation of tests and loading of

security system is standing outside. It automatically scans the

certain stations, e.g. incubators, microscopes, autoclaves and

access rights of everyone entering the building before allowing

pipetting stations. Until now, lab technicians’ continual need

them to pass. As said already, that is only how it is in fantasy.

of equipment and stations for new tests (and variable test pro-

In actuality, robots have come to assist humans in many

systems makes it possible to interlink stations flexibly. This pro-

needs, yet entirely differently than as science fiction authors

duces “virtual” production lines while completely retaining the

imagine. Industrial robots, for instance, have been successfully

functions for normal lab operation. New stations (instruments

performing their jobs on factory floors for years. They take

and the like) can easily be integrated in operation without hav-

over a wide variety of tasks they can complete far better, more

ing to retrofit or expensively upgrade and integrate a station-

cedures) stood in the way of automation. The use of assistant

precisely and more reliably than humans. They inconspicuously

ary automated station. Moreover, since lab technicians fre-

perform their work as subsystems in our computerized envi-

quently handle hazardous substances, assistant systems are

ronment every day. Of late, they even clumsily roll around our

ideal for such work and transport (even in cold rooms and

feet as comical vacuum automatons or they amuse us as danc-

safety zones and labs). Along with reducing work for staff that

ing dwarves in astronaut outfits in presentations at Japanese

is harmful or critical to health, the use of assistant robots mini-

trade shows.

mizes the risk of contaminated specimens and improves sterility.

However, we still do not yet have a genuinely multifunctional,
interactive robot for everyday use, which, equipped with a manipulator, moves freely in human surroundings and performs

User Friendly Interface

its jobs autonomously. In the past, such approaches have repeatedly failed to be commercially successful because the sys-

Flexibility, intuitive operability and safety are especially crucial

tems’ were insufficiently suited to everyday routines, had limit-

to the acceptance of a mobile and autonomous assistant robot

ed functionality or safety and had a negative cost-benefit ra-

that is so intensively integrated in a lab staff’s work routine.

tio.

Hence, these aspects are specific priorities during its development.

LISA

Great effort was therefore made to select the simplest option
for user navigation, which would not prove to be a needless

So that this does not always remain so, as coordinator and

hindrance in a lab’s everyday work. Previous assistant systems

project partner, the Fraunhofer IFF is collaborating with well-

were typically too complicated to use and often required

known business and industry partners in the joint project LISA.

knowledge of programming to break such systems in or issue

The consortium is pursuing the development of an advanced,

them commands. Hence, the choice fell on natural speech in-

interacting service robot for the life science sector. It will take

put and output as well as a display with an intuitive interface.

over routine and transport tasks in research labs and indepen-

Staff uses it to easily communicate with the assistant robot in

dently load the different measurement and test stations. In ad-

complete sentences, while it addresses its human colleagues

dition, it will be able to monitor the frequently very tightly

the same way.

scheduled test procedures, inform staff of problematic situa-

2012 Special Issue IFFOCUS
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3D
Artificial skin for LISA. Markus Fritzsche developed a tactile, i.e. pressure-sensitive, surface.
Photos: Viktoria Kühne

Whenever the system does not clearly understand, it asks a

High Safety Standards

specific question. Commands are entered in the display to assign other tasks, which also visualize the system’s status and

This is the basis for assigning its future work areas and the

operations. Moreover, it fulfills an important function in the

particular tasks to be completed. Analysis of 2D laser scanner

robot’s navigation and the allocation of its work areas before

data, a combined 2D and 3D camera system and highly sensi-

its first use.

tive collision detection sensors are used to later orient the robot in space.

Much like humans, it navigates by first orienting itself in space
and continuously correlating its position with recorded spatial

Since the assistant system is mounted on a mobile platform

data. To do so, an integrated 3D laser scanner models the en-

and moves freely when in use, particular attention was paid to

vironment in three dimensions. In turn, the information gener-

safety standard. Their fulfillment is a fundamental prerequisite

ated is visualized and output on the display.

for the robot’s use as intended. This not only pertains to protecting lab staff from being pinned or hit by the mobile platform and the manipulator but also preventing small glass bottles of chemicals or other lab utensils from being knocked
over.

14 2012 Special Issue IFFOCUS

An extensive safety sensor system has therefore been integrat-

Use in Laboratories

ed in the assistant system. Developing the manipulator’s inherent safety, i.e. the robot’s action arm, was particularly compli-

The project has exceedingly promising prospects for success.

cated. The arm facilitates its typical handling functions. It is

Biotechnology is one of the twenty-first century’s key technol-

outfitted with various collision detection and avoidance sys-

ogies and vitally important for business and the economy.

tems so that its movements neither harm humans nor materi-

While a large number of life science research companies have

als. It was furnished with a “tactile skin” - one of the Fraun-

methods to increase throughput, these commercial approach-

hofer IFF’s own developments. This is a pressure-sensitive sur-

es are not yet implementable. Their procedures and test series

face that precisely informs the system of the location and

often vary widely and frequently must be rapidly adapted to

force of contact. It is an extremely elegant and innovative solu-

current test results. The use of assistant systems is far more ex-

tion to a special problem, which will enjoy further application.

pedient for such firms than other automated systems or strategies to increase throughput and effectiveness. Their autono-

What would happen though if, despite every measure, the ro-

mous and highly flexible use in time and space makes these

bot were unable to avoid a collision? Its optimized engineering

systems particularly efficient, frees lab technicians from rela-

and the selected and designed actuator ensure that damage is

tively unproductive transport tasks and makes lab work possi-

prevented in such a case. The kinetic energy generated is so

ble around the clock. In addition, it relieves staff from work

minimal that not even contact can injure an individual.

harmful to health and ensures that tests are conducted continuously and reproducibly. It promises optimal conditions to adhere to scheduled times in test procedures and potential for
flexible and efficient applications - from single tests to high

3D

throughput operation. Moreover, it does so without requiring
changes to the lab layout and while improving lab conditions
for sterility and preventing contamination.
Thus, practical use of a first generation interactive assistant robot in the foreseeable future is more than probable. Its easy
user interface and incorporation of all safety standards make it
one of the first complex interactive robot systems that moves
freely in humans’ immediate environment and cooperates with
them. What is more, its positive cost-benefit ratio makes it
more than just cost effective. The experiences from its development and use will additionally benefit applications in other
domains. Thus, its development is only the first step to further
generations of robot systems that we will surely soon encounter in everyday life. ■

The collision detection and avoidance system
has already been registered for a patent.
Markus Fritzsche and project manager Dr.
Norbert Elkmann presented it to the professional world for the first time at the 11th IFF
Science Days.
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photos: Kolbus Gmbh & co. KG

assembLeD
perfectLy
opticaL assistance systems
for the manufacture of
booK binDing machines
steffen sauer

2010

A u g m e n t e d re a l i t y (AR ) h a s l o n g s i n c e be-

construction was not inspected. A trial run had to cautiously

come s t a n d a rd f o r c e l l p h o n e s a n d n a v i g a t i o n sys-

verify that the machine would not collide with the clamping

tems. V i r tu a l c o m p ut e r d a t a i s s u p e r i m p o s e d o n re-

system. This requires utmost precision. In the worst case, a

al GPS d at a t o d e t e r m i n e re a l p o s i t i o n , a p r i n c i ple

collision could even mean a total breakdown of the machine.

that ca n a l s o b e e m p l o y e d i n i n d u s t r i a l s e t t i n g s.

Only after the trial run, performed at significantly reduced

The Fra un h o f e r IFF d e v e l o p e d a n a u g m e n t e d re ality

speed to protect the system, were workers certain that the

system f o r a m a n u f a c t u re r o f b o o k b i n d i n g m a -

twenty to sixty individual components were mounted on the

chines, w h i c h s u p p o r t s a s s e m b l e r s w h e n t h e y a re

matrix plates in the correct positions and at the specified inter-

putting t o g e t h e r c o m p l e x a s s e m b l i e s .

vals. Altogether this was a time-consuming process that lasted
between five and ten minutes depending on the order and the

In the Middle Ages, bookbinding was an art that required

machine and significantly prolonged production times.

great dexterity and was mastered by very few. Sheets of paper
were laboriously finished, folded, glued and bound in artisti-

Together with staff from Kolbus, engineers from the Fraun-

cally decorated covers by hand. This work is now performed

hofer IFF in Magdeburg developed a solution that provides as-

by custom machines like those that Kolbus GmbH & Co. KG in

sistance and inspects quality during the complex assembly of

Rahden (North Rhine-Westphalia) has been manufacturing for

the clamping system: Visual support by augmented reality

over one hundred years. More than thirty types of machine

compares the real assembly situation with digital assembly

collate the sheets, bind them with adhesive, separate and cut

drawings in each case, thus supporting a worker’s actions and

them and produce and finish the cover until a book is finished.

helping prevent errors. Visual information is provided for the
component being assembled or an assembly and thus clear in-

However, manual labor is still being performed to a certain ex-

structions as well. Even when variants and types of assembly

tent at the equipment manufacturer in North Rhine-Westpha-

are constantly changing, this assures the operation is highly re-

lia. Kolbus manufacturers its equipment to order and only in

liable because workers are informed exactly where which part

small quantities. Thus, the machine components manufac-

must be mounted and how.

tured are extremely diverse and repeatedly switching orders
every day entails time-consuming resetting every time.

Many Variations: Great Potential
for Errors
Many industrial assembly operations have many variations because the products are customized. Whenever assembly is executed manually, the quality of the finished product is influenced subjectively and may be faulty. Errors made during production normally cause increased costs or even complete malfunctions of equipment.
When Kolbus manufacturers bookbinding machines, one of
the many steps entails using CNC machining centers to machine blanks into finished components. For each blank, a
worker must manually assemble a special holder, a so-called

3D

clamping system, from standard components. Then the blanks
to be machined are clamped in the system and inserted as a
unit in the CNC machine for machining.

Assembly assistance system for a workplace where Unisign
UniPro 5P base plates are tooled. The revolving component

Until now, workers at Kolbus have copied the clamping sys-

holder is in the foreground, the touchscreens with camera

tems from photos. Screenshots of digital assembly drawings

overlay and CAD representation in the background. Photo:

served as a template. The correctness of the clamping system’s

Kolbus GmbH & Co. KG.
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Camera and CAD Models as
Assistants

position. The result is visualized immediately after the assembly step has been completed and enables the worker to perform a direct inspection

The assistance system has two groups of input data at its disposal: the data from a video camera filming the workplace
and the design data of the assembly being assembled, including every individual component in the form of 3D CAD models.

Easily Generating an Assembly
Procedure
A standard industrial computer is installed as the technical ba-

When structures are stationary, an external reference system is

sis of the system. Depending on the size of the workplace,

employed to first determine the camera’s spatial position and

between two and five cameras are connected to it. The entire

orientation (perspective) in relation to the assembly field one

assembly operation is planned with a program specially devel-

time and then align the viewing perspective of the 3D CAD

oped by the Fraunhofer IFF, which is already being used at Kol-

model identically with the camera perspective. The thusly gen-

bus for process planning.

erated virtual image of the real camera view allows superimposing the camera image of the real assembly scene on the

The sequence of individual steps of an assembly procedure can

CAD models of the components being assembled in the cor-

be specified either by an assembly procedure editor or already

rect position and orientation. Thus, the current work step is

when assembly is designed in the CAD program. The assembly

added “virtually” to the view of the real camera image. The

procedure editor calculates and recommends a potential as-

information on position and orientation provides a worker systematic support.
An assembly procedure presented in text form in parallel relates the component type and sequence of assembly steps.
Furthermore, additional information, e.g. bolt tightening
torques and the like, is displayed for the current work step or
specific information is integrated in the visualization.
Alternative to the set configuration of the camera to observe
an assembly scene, other cameras can be installed, which are
stationary or have defined movement. This allows different
perspectives of the assembly scene. This is advantageous especially for large and complex assemblies, e.g. by reducing concealment. In addition to assistance information image overlays
and texts, workers may be provided other support, which enable them to see cutaway views or other viewing perspectives.

Assistance Is Good, Inspection
Is Better
Accompanying inspection of the result of assembly enhances
process reliability. Once an assembly step has been completed,
the presence, correct position and orientation of the assembled component and the completeness of the work step are
verified. An additional camera generates a second view of the
assembly scene and the object geometry of the assembled
components is defined three-dimensionally in real time. A
comparison with the CAD data furnishes information on the
quality of a part’s presence, correctness and correct installation
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sembly sequence on the basis of the assembled components’

When workers need instructions, they can be retrieved by

CAD data. The user may select from among proposed alterna-

touchscreen or hand or foot switches. Alternatively, hand ges-

tives or specify a sequence manually. The assistance and in-

tures may be used.

spection system can be modified for assembly scenarios flexibly and quickly by selecting one of the assembly procedure
data sets.

An Excellent Overview and
Intuitive Operation

Reliable and Efficent for Complex
Assembly Operations
Assistance systems based on augmented reality can be used to
organize assembly operations, which are not only complex but
also have numerous variations, efficiently and with high objec-

The assistance functions and the results of inspection are visu-

tive product quality. Assisted assembly makes it easier even for

alized most easily on a monitor mounted directly in the work-

workers themselves to switch mental gears when the type of

er’s viewing angle. This makes constant visual inspection possi-

assembly and even every process is constantly changing. This

ble.

accelerates the steps of assembly. Integrating real-time inspection in the operation assures this and eliminates tedious trial

An alternative in which a projector projects the assistance in-

runs at reduced speeds. Ultimately, this significantly reduces

formation directly on the component and thus provides work-

setup times and thus order processing times while simultane-

ers intuitive support is expedient for specific applications.

ously increasing process reliability. Time consuming and costly
reworking are eliminated and, all in all, the expensive CNC
machines are used significantly more efficiently.
“We had been looking for solutions that would complete every new production order at full speed starting with the first
workpiece. The shorter setup time is a milestone in the use of
our CNC machines,” reportss Hans Hasse, Production Division
Manager at Kolbus, with satisfaction.
The entire system is the outcome of joint development work
between Kolbus and the Fraunhofer IFF. “Our new development is highly interesting for firms that, like us, have a large
variety of parts and must produce small order quantities cost
effectively,” explains Hasse. The system is modifiable for every
scenario as long as CAD data is available and the cameras installed are stationary or at least have defined movement. Thus,
it can be implemented for any complex assembly operation.
Other fields of application for stationary AR assistance will be
developed in the future. At present, the Fraunhofer IFF and
Kolbus are developing such a system for a portal milling machine. The particular challenge here is an enlarged work space
of around five by two meters. ■

Assembly assistance system for large machining centers (here a Unisign UniPro 5L) with three touchscreens.
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Smart
Automation
Demand for wider spread automation of

Faster and far more dependable assis-

manufacturing and “everyday systems” is

tance systems, they inspect the quality

mounting for a variety of reasons. On the

of manufactured products in real time

one hand, businesses want to boost pro-

and far better than people can. The re-

ductivity quickly and “process reliability”.

sult is reflected in higher production

On the other hand, automated systems

rates and significantly lower resource

are being implemented in the hopes of

and energy consumption.

compensating for the growing partial
shortage of labor.

A trend toward automation is identifiable even in logistics. The near-real

This pertains to new robot applications,

time transparency often absent in long

for instance. Their potential fields of use

international supply chains – intensified

are extremely diverse and range from

by globalized, distributed production –

manufacturing to the service industry and

results in lost and misdirected ship-

healthcare and even to residential house-

ments or opportunities to introduce pi-

holds. Its importance in these domains

rated products. These problems are ex-

will continue growing in the future, not

acerbated by logistics providers’ gener-

least because of new smart technologies

al tendency to operate alone.

for safe human-robot interaction like
those being developed at the Fraunhofer

Amazing innovations in sensor and in-

IFF. In the future, they will enable us to

formation and communications tech-

work together with robots hand-in-hand

nologies provide a remedy. They facili-

and without protective barriers. We will

tate the introduction of smart solutions

communicate with them intuitively and

for identification, positioning, condi-

they will be able to support us in every

tion monitoring and communication,

conceivable work and everyday situation

which make it possible to monitor lo-

without putting people’s safety at risk.

gistics operations continuously in long

Automation is spreading in other do-

cantly enhances transport security,

mains of production, too. State-of-the-art

quality assurance and protection

testing system integrated directly in pro-

against theft an product piracy.

international supply chains. This signifi-

cesses virtually eliminate defects.
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Humans and Robots:
Playing it Safe Together
Dr. Norbert Elkmann,
Christoph Walter,
Marco Schumann

2009

Graphic: Fraunhofer IFF

Companies have to develop different products ever faster. This means that
present-day industrial manufacturing systems
have to be adapted and made flexible. One of
the responses to this challenge is a new generation of robots. In the future, autonomous mobile and stationary robots will be at our side
and directly support us during many work processes. So that humans and robots are able to
work in shared environments and interact without interference, constant safety has to be
guaranteed for humans first and foremost. In
the project V iERfor ES, researchers at the
Fraunhofer IFF in Magdeburg are working on
complex monitoring and control tech n ologies
that will assure this.

Robots and humans together in one integrated work process,

Machines that work virtually nonstop have long since become

technicians moving safely in the midst of operating industrial

the backbone of our industrialized world. Without them, our

robots and autonomous assistance systems that impressively

society would be completely different. However, since they are

navigate hallways in full office buildings without bumping or

unable to replace us entirely, we will most likely work together

even injuring anyone – what sounds like wishful thinking will

with them in the future, in one room and probably even hand-

soon become reality. As humans remove themselves from in-

in-hand. While a machine takes over the monotonous or dan-

dustrial manufacturing processes ever farther, robots are tak-

gerous tasks, humans will be able to devote themselves to

ing their place. They are more efficient, precise and flexible

more complex related activities. Consequently, as is already

than we. They do not need sleep. They neither have problems

the case in other domains, operations will be significantly fast-

with concentration nor suffer from a lack of motivation. They

er and improved, the quality of production will increase, hu-

always complete even monotonous activities without tiring

mans will experience less physical stress and valuable human

and do not even demand vacation in return.

resources will be freed up.

Robots Do Not See Us

tems, are to be found. One of the topics chiefly being worked

Robots’ chief drawbacks are also a reason why such inter-

researchers aims to enable humans and robots to directly in-

linked cooperation has not yet been actually implemented .

teract in a manufacturing process. Among other things, they

One drawback is their ability to easily injure us, even if unin-

are developing an integrated safety system that allows hu-

on at the Fraunhofer IFF is industrial engineering. The team of

tentionally. Industrial robots in particular often exert forces of

mans and robots to safely share a work area without notice-

tons with their manipulators or work with dangerous tools

ably affecting the work process.

and are not yet equipped to perceive us as relevant objects or
react to us at all. This would represent a considerable safety

This combination of humans’ and robots’ skills in one work

risk for us people if we were working in their vicinity. The

process generate numerous benefits. A robot performs con-

work areas of humans and such automated, flexible systems

stantly recurring and strenuous routine activities without tiring.

are therefore still usually strictly separated.

Humans on the other hand are relieved of work and can, in
turn, better bring their traits, e.g. creativity and flexible prob-

However, the intention is to eliminate this separation so that,

lem solving skills, into play. In such situations, humans always

in the future, robots also support us in many other domains of

contribute their experience to the process of problem solving.

life and relieve us during work. The possibilities of such sup-

They resourcefully and quickly solve immediate problems that

porting activities are virtually boundless. Whether as indepen-

would otherwise only be solvable by laboriously modifying the

dent small assistance units in healthcare or heavy manufactur-

automated system’s program. However, the advantages of

ing robots that assemble vehicles, the intention everywhere is

both can be exploited when they directly interact, for instance

to bring them closer to people. After all, the separate work ar-

when a worker is able to directly influence the robot’s work.

eas do nor incur costs just because this has to be borne in
mind when building production facilities. Machines cannot
feasibly support humans when performing particularly dangerous or difficult jobs during an integrated work process. Instead, such activities must be performed in separate stages of
manufacturing. The deburring of metal parts is an example of
a job that would greatly benefit from collaboration between
humans and machines. While a robot would take over the mechanical part, the deburring, humans could simultaneously devote themselves to less strenuous but more complex activities
such as quality control.

ViERforES: Production Engineering
The researchers at the Fraunhofer IFF in Magdeburg are working on a technology intended to make this possible in the future. Together with three other well-known research organizations, they developed new industrial applications in the project
ViERforES, which utilize virtual and augmented reality (VR and

Robots take over the widest variety of jobs in the automotive and

AR). The two and a half year long project ends in 2010 and is

supplier industry. Humans and robots working in a shared space

being supported by the Federal Ministry for Education and Re-

without protective barriers is still wishful thinking. Both workspaces

search. It has five main foci – logistics, medical engineering,

remain strictly separated in everyday manufacturing. Photo: www.

power engineering, vehicle engineering and industrial engi-

kuka.com

neering – for which new methods to safely and reliably implement embedded systems, i.e. embedded digital computer sys-
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dual pixels from its position. However, the resolution, i.e. the
number of pixels of present time-of-flight cameras, is too low
to capture every detail of an environment. Hence another
conventional camera is employed for 2D pictures with a far
better resolution. This information is superimposed on the
time-of-flight camera’s pictures. The outcome is an excellent
three-dimensional picture of the environment.
The advantages of such a system are its excellent registration
of space and flexible options to visually reproduce and continually use acquired data. The pictures taken by the cameras
can, in turn, be visualized excellently in AR applications. This
provides the basis for making the measured values easily visible and more manageable for engineers.
This benefits the configuration and control of a robot and the
direct monitoring and diagnosis of its movements. In addition,
virtual applications are scalable and thus extremely flexible to
implement, i.e. they can be used on laptops and even hand-

3D

helds. This increases engineers’ mobility, which is a more than
invaluable advantage in large companies and expansive production facilities. It enables engineers to conveniently take

The robotic experts at the Fraunhofer IFF in Magdeburg are

necessary control and display systems with them to the ma-

working on enabling humans and robots to share a space,

chine and thus control and monitor it directly on site.

completely without protective barriers. Augmented reality
is used to make visible safe and danger zones located in the
space beforehand

Complex Sensor Systems Assure
Safety

Configuring Dynamic Safeguarded
Zones
To set up and monitor dynamic safeguarded zones, the sensor
systems consisting of 2D and 3D cameras are mounted directly
above or even on a robot where every type of potential obsta-

Fraunhofer IFF. Safe robot controls are just as important as

cle, e.g. a human working in the immediate vicinity, can be

excellent interoperability. Not least, a technology is needed,

detected immediately.

which reliably captures individuals and their movements in a
robot’s workspace, and, so to speak, teaches the robot to see

At the same time, the sensor system and robot are closely in-

what is happening outside its immediate sphere of activity and

terconnected and continuously exchange data on obstacles

respond at the right moment. .

and motion sequences. Geometric areas in these system’s interaction are calculated, which form a situation-dependent,

The Fraunhofer IFF is testing complex sensor systems for this,

virtual safeguarded zone, which the sensor systems must per-

which could consist of laser scanners, ultrasonic sensors, tac-

ceive as empty to prevent collisions. Thus, the safeguarded

tile sensors, thermal and 3D cameras and the related data pro-

area around the equipment is always adapted to the particular

cessing system. In the course of considering the pros and cons

situation and can be designed to be as small and flexible as

of the different methods, the researchers quickly decided in fa-

possible. A robot must only stop or decelerate its motions

vor of a combination of two technologies. One consists of

whenever this is really necessary and not because a person has

a time-of-flight camera. It takes pictures of the environment

entered a pessimistically designed, large secured area around

while simultaneously determining the distance of the indivi

the machine.
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The sensor system’s
view of a person in
the monitored work
area. The system is
closely connected
with the robot. The
robot promptly detects any humans in
its immediate vicinity
and initiates the appropriate response

Stationary and mobile assistant robots equipped with this

ly boost efficiency in advanced medical labs in other ways.

technology are able to move together with humans in one

However, one of the major challenges was the required capa-

area of production without presenting any risk of injury. In ad-

bility to routinely move freely among people, independently

dition to making stationary units safe, the researchers at the

register its environment, navigate and execute tasks with the

Fraunhofer IFF have also developed on-board solutions. Aided

aid of its manipulator..

by the same technology, they will guarantee that dealings
with autonomous mobile assistance systems are safe, too.

Without the proper sensor system, it could inadvertently strike
or pin humans easily when changing position. LISA was there-

LISA Tested

fore an outstanding test candidate for the safety mechanisms
designed at the Fraunhofer IFF. In tests, it used the permanently installed sensor system to stock individual workplaces.

Among other robots, this technology is currently being tested

This technology has enabled LISA to use its robotic arm with

on LISA, a small mobile assistant robot developed at the

mechanical speed and efficiency at these workplaces without

Fraunhofer IFF. This autonomously operating robot is designed

endangering staff working in the immediate efficiency. That

for use in the life science sector where it will independently

will not only make developers happy. It will also be instrumen-

work together with lab staff in one room. Its task will primarily

tal in the acceptance of such a assistant robots by the human

include simple, frequently time-consuming activities, which it

staff working with it ■

will perform day and night. This will enable it to expediently
relieve highly qualified technical staff of work and consequent-
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The Super Pigs
Monika Weiner

Photos: Bernd Liebl

2 0 0 6 In planning for over four years, the
project “Emscher:kanal” is just about to be
implemented in 2006: A giant pipe will collect
sewage from 1.8 million residents. Researchers
are developing a new generation robots that
will inspect and clean it.

The Emscher river is still a sewer, winding through the Ruhr re-

with a one line system. The stream of sewage can neither be

gion from Dortmund via Herne and Gelsenkirchen to Dinslak-

stopped nor redirected. Every job is performed in partially filled

en on the Rhine. The unattractive open sewer will soon be

lines during operation.” This is a clear case for robots, which

transformed back into a small, but fine body of water with

can work under conditions unacceptable for humans. Pipeline

backs perfect for strolls, bike rides and relaxing. The seweage

pigs capable of servicing three meter thick sewer lines under

will disappear underground – in a pipe with a diameter of

operating condition do not come off the rack. “Current robots

nearly three meters.

are small. The were built for pipe diameters of up to 80 centi-

“Discharging the sewage underground was impossible earli-

dimension,” explains automation engineer Elkmann.

meters and are used in empty lines. That is an entirely different
er,” explains project manager Dr. Norbert Elkmann from Magdeburg’s Fraunhofer Institute for Factory Operation and Automation IFF. “The mining in the Ruhr region caused sinkholes
over time. If underground lines had been laid, the danger of a
break would have been tremendous. The sinkage has only

Detecting Cracks in Concrete Below
the Water Line

stopped now, ten years after the last mines were closed. The

When Elkmann was contracted by the Emschergenossenschaft

time is therefore ripe for the “Emscher:kanal” project.«

to develop robots for the “Emscher:kanal” project, he was
also entering new technical territory. “We already had experi-

One Line Instead of Two

ence developing robots that operate under extreme conditions
but this required special solutions,” the Fraunhofer researcher
recalls. In a sewer system, robots have to be not only rugged,

It will be the largest of its kind in Europe: Its builder, the Em-

reliable and simultaneously flexible but also resistant to con-

schergenossenschaft, intends to lay a single pipe over long dis-

taminated water. You need a sensor system that detects cracks

tances to collect the sewage from 1.8 million residences as

and corrosion in concrete above and below the waterline, de-

well as commercial users. Since this adds up, pipe diameters of

tects deviations of position, finds and removes deposits, and

up to three meters are being planned. Laying a “one line sys-

detects the minutest leaks and determines position very pre-

tem” is inherently more economical than a “two line system”.

cisely. Researchers from the Fraunhofer Institute for Autono-

In one hundred years, when the system is reaching the end of

mous Intelligent Systems AIS conducted a study specifically on

its life, a second line can be laid next to the first to take over

positioning the floating inspection system precisely. The

its work. Inspection and cleaning are challenging, however.

study’s recommendations for an innovative positioning system

When you have two lines, you can drain one to make it enter-

were employed in the engineering of the inspection platform.

able for inspection and repairs,” says Heiko Althoff, project
manager for the Emschergenossenschaft. “That doesn’t work

The route of the “Emscher:kanal” sewer system (red) sewered headwaters (orange). Graphic: Emschergenossenschaft
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Three Different Systems

water and detect the finest cracks. It employs a special pattern
recognition system. A temperature sensor and special analysis

“A single robot would be unable to handle the range of jobs

software reveal even underwater cracks and joint displace-

presented by the planned sewer system,” explains Elkmann. His

ment.

team and he developed a strategy for the “Emscher:kanal” project, which consists of three different pipeline pigs: A floating robot performs a rough inspection. It prototype looks like a boat.

New Data Analysis Software

It is 1.6 meters long. Floodlights, flashlights and cameras are
mounted on its deck. Ultrasonic sensors are on its stern for un-

The pipeline pigs are an unbeatable team: A feasibility study

derwater scans. The complete “damage detection system”

confirmed the practicability of the Fraunhofer researchers’ de-

floats with the current of the sewage and is always connected

sign. The study is part of the approval process that will begin

with the next downstream shaft by a floating cable. Measure-

next. Construction of the “Emscher:kanals” is supposed to

ments taken during its run reach the surface through a data ca-

start in 2008. Elkmann and his team are presently working on

ble that runs through the securing cable. The damage detection

the prototypes of the three robots. When they are finished,

system needs only a few hours to inspect one 600 meter section

the giant pipeline pigs will generate huge quantities of data.

of the sewer line – from one shaft to the next. It will routinely

The Fraunhofer researchers have developed new data analysis

give the finished sewer system a rough inspection. The other

and archiving software to help the operator keep everything

two pipeline pigs go into action in the case of deposits or poten- under control: The program automatically assigns every value
tial defects.

to its point of measurement. “Our algorithms match the coordinates, the date and the time to every image and place of

The cleaning robot uses a targeted jet of water to eliminate dirt

measurement. This combination makes it easier to access earli-

deposits on the sewer walls. Since the “cleaner”has to be sta-

er inspections: You click the mouse to retrieve and compare

ble, it is mounted on wheels and drives through the sewer line.

other measurements,” says the project manager, summing up.

It suctions in water through a pump, filters out the coarsest dirt
and directs a jet at the wall or generates intense underwater tur-

His conclusion is that “the system is different than anything

bulences that wash away troublesome deposits.

that has ever been commercially available. Not only do we detect every type of damage reliably. We are also able to quanti-

The Fraunhofer researchers designed a damage mapping system

fy it precisely and to do so in large-diameter sewer lines. The

for detailed inspections. It is equipped with highly sensitive sen-

potentials of state-of-the-art sensor inspection and testing sys-

sors and can detect even the minutest of cracks. The robot is

tems, which are now integral to manufacturing, are now be-

mounted on wheels whenever the water level is low and floats

ing used in construction, even under these challenging condi-

on a platform when the sewer line is well filled. Upon arriving at

tions. All in all, this is going to simplify and improve sewer in-

its destination, high resolution cameras inspect the walls above

spection tremendously.” ■

ShARP MINDS IN FOCuS

Roland Behrens, Engineer
Business unit: robotic systems

favorite project to date: the novel lightweight robot aleXa and all of the other technologies we have developed for safe human-robot interaction.
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specialist in the modeling and simulation of mechatronic systems
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Car Wheel Quality
Inspection
Dirk Berndt and Herbert Siegert

2006

T ime pressure and requirements are mounting: Quality inspection in manufacturing is becoming ever more important. New optical measurement technologies are making one hundred percent inspection possible. Rese archers at the Frau nhofer IFF are specialized in non-contact optical 3D me asurement technology. Usin g lasers and cameras,
they measure car wheels and analyze the data fully automatically within a few seconds.

A conveyer automatically transports a car wheel to the mea-

Non-contact Inspection

suring unit. A clamping and centering device in the measuring
system makes sure it is locked in the correct position. The

This method has disadvantages: The sensor wears and does

measuring arm, on which several sensors are mounted, de-

not measure all of the desired parameters. In addition, the

scends automatically. The complete measuring unit circles the

measurement of other geometry parameters necessitates

car wheel one time within a few seconds. Synchronous with

digitizing the surface using time consuming point-by-point

the measuring arm, a fine red line traverses the surface of the

scanning. Mr. Schmidt explains the crucial advantages of

wheel. The cameras film this line projected by lasers and use it

the method employed: “We rely on a non-contact optical

to calculate the wheel’s complete 3D geometry. Once the ac-

method. Our system consists of lasers and cameras, which

quired measured values have been compared with the speci-

capture the wheel three-dimensionally. The laser line hits

fied target values, the wheel advances further in the fully au-

the wheel surface. The light section produced is filmed by a

tomatic measuring unit to the next work station or to rework-

camera. Seen from the camera’s perspective, the wheel’s

ing, depending on the result of measurement.

shape distorts the laser line in a characteristic manner from
which a three-dimensional surface is calculated. So far, this

100 Percent Quality

laser light-sectioning system is unique in wheel production.”

“Our system works so quickly that it allows one hundred percent quality inspection,” says project manager Nico Schmidt.
“In addition, it recognizes a large number of different wheel
types, can measure them automatically and determine whether a wheel meets quality specifications.” The speed of the procedure and the flexibility of the system allow integrating the
measuring machine in the production line. The machine does
not have to be reset when wheel types are changed. Only
when a new type of wheel goes to production do its parameters have to be registered and the effective target values specified once. From this time onward, the machine can perform its
work, automatically and extremely precisely. The measuring
system tests itself at regular intervals to maintain the high precision of the measuring process. It automatically transmits a

3D

so-called adjustment master to the measuring unit. This adjustment master acts as a reference object and makes it possible to check whether the results of measurement currently be-

Rim measuring machine. Photo: Viktoria Kühne

ing obtained correspond with the known parameters. The exact geometry of the complete wheel is critically important for

Schmidt and his colleagues developed the system in collab-

driving comfort and safety. Metal parts must be manufactured

oration with JBL Consulting, Manfred Kratzmeier GmbH, a

precisely so that the tire fits perfectly and runs roundly. Any

specialist for wheel manufacturing, and Feinmess Dresden,

deviation from the ideal shape is noticed later by a driver as an

a supplier of fine positioning systems. Several sensors cap-

unpleasant vibration or humming. Apart from the wheel’s fit,

ture all of the relevant areas of a wheel. The analysis of the

the hub bore and bolt holes are particularly important. These

wheel is available after a few seconds. The measuring sys-

are used to align and mount the wheel on the axle. Up to

tem assembles several hundred thousand points into an

now, manufacturers have usually used mechanical sensors,

overall 3D image of the wheel topography from which the

which glide over a rotating wheel on a test bench, to inspect

relevant geometry parameters are automatically calculated.

its quality. Bumps or deformations can be sensed, which brief-

Thus, the measuring system detects the smallest shape and

ly lift or lower the sensor and indicate how greatly a wheel de-

position tolerances. The method, presented here with

viates from the ideal.

wheels as one option, can be transferred to many products
that have three-dimensional geometry, which must be accurately measured and inspected. ■
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Keeping A Sharp
Eye on Nature
Automatic 3D Modeling of
Barley Seeds
Prof. Udo Seiffert

2008

Famine, climate change, overpopulation – given this situation, precise understanding of processes of plant growth and development is playing an increasingly important role
Researchers all over the world are therefore working to unlock these secrets of nature, too.
To do so, researchers at Magdeburg’s Frau nhofer IFF are developing standardized four-dimensional virtual models of grains. They are intended to help better understand the processes inside such seeds and create new, pest resistant or higher yielding varieties.

A Quest Inside Plants
6.7 billion people now live on our planet. At present, an esti-

Virtual Models Improve
Understanding

mated 220,000 are added per day and a global population of

The Biosystems Engineering Expert Group at Magdeburg’s

over 8.3 billion people is expected by 2030. This development

Fraunhofer IFF is therefore working on new solutions that will

raises the question of how we will be able to feed such a large

make precise, scientifically quantitative research of the devel-

number of people in the future without ever more cultivated

opment processes in grain seeds possible in the future. The re-

areas depleting our natural resources for good. The answers

searchers are pursuing the goal of developing new engineer-

are complex. Efforts to make agriculture more efficient (e.g.

ing methods that objectively identify biologic structures auto-

precision agriculture) and thus produce higher-yielding crops

matically. They are creating virtual models of a barley seed,

as well as improve methods of cultivation are assuming a key

which depict an average seed down to its cellular structure in

role. Further increasing the yields of cereal grains such as rice,

every stage of development, as a representative example. Un-

wheat or barley is thus vitally important for a sufficient supply

like the creation of virtual models of technical objects, there is

of food in the future.

no existing computer generated design data to fall back on.
Rather, to achieve their goal the re - searchers must literally

Precisely understanding the processes of plant growth and de-

take pictures of nature itself. In the end, they obtain a clear,

velopment in biology and agriculture will be instrumental in

virtual picture of their subject.

providing this. Climate change, adaptive agriculture, pest resistance and overcoming the consequences of monocultures are
some of the catchphrases that describe the work of researchers from various disciplines interested in the mechanisms of
growth and development that take place in the heart of
plants. Above all, interest is particularly bestowed on seeds –
the principal sources of nutrients and suppliers of energy.
Many processes during plant growth have not yet been fully
researched, however. When exactly, for instance, does starch
accumulate and where and when exactly do the corresponding processes of development proceed? What environmental
conditions influence these processes and how? Plants at large
are also the object of interest. Growth height, pest resistance
or climate resistance are important indicators for their use under different environmental conditions.

Down to the Cellular Level
Merely conducting field tests and perfunctorily recording the
growth of plants have long since ceased to be enough. Researchers are therefore approaching plants on the cellular and
even molecular levels to unlock all of their important secrets.
A large number of samples with each of their different growing conditions must be prepared and evaluated so that plants

Digital whole grain: A three-dimensional representation of the sur-

can be subjected to meaningful tests with verifiable results. In

face of a developing barley seed. Projections of a virtual histological

particular, the large quantity of complex measured data can no

longitudinal and cross section reveal the cellular structures inside the

longer be satisfactorily evaluated with conventional, mostly

seed. Graphics: Fraunhofer IFF

manual methods. Precisely these methods are particularly indispensable however because they enable humans with their
outstanding cognitive abilities to flexibly and adaptively apply
their expert knowledge and creativity.
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Standardized Nature

Four-dimensional Copies

Technically, this naturally necessitates more than mere obser-

This first produces an exact three-dimensional model of an in-

vation of a barley seed’s development. Instead, several seeds

dividual seed so that several individuals can then be applied to

must each be microtomed and analyzed for every individual

further develop a standardized model. Later, this will become a

stage of development. The evaluation of many thousand slices

four-dimensionally mapped (standardized) barley seed by add-

ultimately serves as the basis to calculate a statistic model that

ing the development sequence over time. Since any stage of

precisely maps the average genesis of a normal seed. The pro-

development is observable at any time, random virtual sections

cess of analysis itself is extraordinarily laborious. Up to twenty

can be created and conclusions drawn about the particular

different tissue types are of interest to the researchers during a

stage a seed is in at the moment. Anyone wanting to know

barley seed’s entire development process. In order to be able

where certain development processes occur on a seed during

to ultimately specify them precisely, they must be identified in

growth (from the blossom to approximately twenty-five days

every preparation (by segmenting) beforehand To do so, every

afterward) can now examine this vividly and clearly in the vir-

individual ultrathin seed section is placed separately under the

tual simulation. This furnishes the researchers with a four-di-

microscope where it is photographed manually or automatical-

mensional map of their re -search plant, which as a function

ly to reassemble the pictures taken as a correct image stack,

of the empirical interest, can be extended with new data as

the later standardized three-dimensional model (so-called reg-

desired. This comparative model provides the basis to conduct

istration). Since they are complex and time consuming work-

automatic, verifiable research on various topics all over the

steps, registration and segmentation ought to be automated.

world.

The crucial boundary condition is the incorporation of appropriate expert knowledge from biologists about seed histology
in the modeling.

From archetype to model.
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3D
Fraunhofer researchers in the new Biosystems Engineering Expert Group are, for example, developing standardized four-dimensional virtual
models of barley seeds. Photo: Dirk Mahler

Great Interest

the cutting lasers that dissect exact samples of tissues of interest from grain seeds. Complete four-dimensional grain seed visualization is only intended to be the beginning though. The

Unsurprisingly, there are already a number of parties interest-

know-how generated from the model grain seeds will be ex-

ed in the Fraunhofer researchers’ results. Foremost are plant

panded in the future to automatic modeling of other biologi-

research organizations such as the Leibniz Institute of Plant

cal objects and thus made accessible to a large community of

Genetics and Crop Plant Research (IPK) in Gatersleben that has

users. When one considers the abundance of relevant crops,

been cooperating with the Fraunhofer IFF in the field of plant

their different lines, the different constituents to research and

biology for several years. Other potential users such as manu-

the multitude of individual stages of development, it is quickly

facturers of equipment that produces highly accurate three-di-

evident that a great deal of work awaits the researchers. Such

mensional biological preparations (laser microdissection) have

work is not only demanding and complex but ultimately also

also made their interest known. Their equipment relies on data

very promising for everyone involved. ■

from the Fraunhofer IFF, which is the basis for controllers for
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Time Recording
Up One’s Sleeve

Photos: lintje GbR

Martin Woitag

2010

Re c o rd i n g th e h o u r s w o r k e d i n m a n u a l

as semb l y o p e r a t i o n s i s a k e y e l e m e n t o f p l a n n i ng,

Ultimately, workers may not be hampered during an assembly
job if the operation is to be recorded as realistically as possible.

contro l a n d re m u n e r a t i o n i n c o m p a n i e s . It i s i n dispensab l e f o r t h e m an a g e m e n t o f i n d u s t r i a l m a nu-

Together with the engineering firm Ingenieurbüro Dr. Gru-

facturi n g o p e r a t i o n s . Un t il n o w, h o u r s o f w o r k

endler in Magdeburg, the Fraunhofer Institute for Factory Op-

have b e e n re c o rd e d b y s o - c a l l e d t i m e re c o rd e r s .

eration and Automation IFF came up with the idea of develop-

Howe v e r, t h i s o f t e n m e a n s s t re s s f o r e m p l o y e e s

ing a new automatic measuring system. They decided on a

and im p re c i s e d a t a a n d h i g h c o s t s f o r c o m p a n i es.

measuring system based on inertial sensors. Small, light and

Auto m a t i c a l l y re c o rd i n g t h e w o r k t i m e o f s u c h

close to an assembly worker’s limbs, they can be used to re-

manua l a s s e m b l y o pe r a t i o n s w i l l e l i m i n a t e t h i s

cord the duration of a person’s motion sequences objectively

problem .

and highly precisely.

Difficult Data Acquisition in
the Assembly Process

Self-Orienting Inertial Sensors
These microelectromechanical sensors are ideal for the intended task. The size of a matchbox and attached to a worker’s
arm, they record acceleration, angular velocities and magnetic

Recording the times of manual assembly operations facilitates

fields in three axes directly on a moving object. Accelerometers

the recording and analysis of operations. It provides a com-

and rate sensors are used to measure the amount of transla-

pany an idea of the amount of time an employee needs for

tional and rotational movement. A data processing unit com-

a particular job on average. This makes it possible to perform

pensates the undesired shares of gravitational acceleration and

calculations, set cycle times and optimize operations. The

the earth’s rate of rotation measured by the sensors and sub-

more precise the data, the better a company can plan. This is

sequently defines parameters of movement such as position,

essential in order to work cost effectively and remain competi-

spatial orientation, velocity and effective acceleration.

tive.
The inertial measuring system’s great advantage over other
Work steps are broken down into individual elements to opti-

systems is its independence from any reference and infrastruc-

mize and structure time recording. This might entail reaching,

ture. Other motion tracking systems such as GPS, camera and

grasping, preparing, joining or releasing, for example. Such

ultrasound systems always need a reference infrastructure to

structuring helps to record them separately, thus making eval-

function, e.g. satellites for GPS. In addition, they must be com-

uation at the end significantly easier. An operation can be

plexly calibrated and often need additional orientation mark-

evaluated objectively and the total time can be optimized iter-

ers, which are unable to deliver any motion data when ob-

atively by reducing single controllable actions.

scured. Inertial sensors detect practical orientations and posi-

Until now, human time recorders have used mechanical or

or other infrastructures.

tions of objects in space without any external reference system
electronic time recording systems to record these times. They
literally stood behind employees with a stopwatch in their

The thusly obtained measured data is modeled to reconstruct

hand. However, the objectivity of such forms of data acquisi-

the motion. Various process variables such as length of move-

tion is limited since a subjective element is always influencing

ment, gripping position and angle of rotation are determined

the recording. Moreover, this form of time recording entails

from the three-dimensional trajectories. Then, they can be as-

substantial labor or technical complexity and high costs.

signed to the known actions in an assembly operation and an-

Hence, the need for more precise, simpler and cheaper solu-

alyzed at the same time.

tions is great. In addition, any new system ought to be as
small as possible and easy to operate.
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There is a problem, though. Inertial sensors’ signals normally

Altogether, the system consists of two oversleeves with three

drift during the course of a measurement. The resultant orien-

inertial sensors apiece and one computer application, which

tation and position errors would cause the measurement er-

calculates and reconstructs the recorded assembly operations

rors to increase as the measuring time increases. To compen-

and motion structures. The system provides a simple option to

sate for these errors, the Fraunhofer IFF developed a mathe-

structure the manufacturing operation and a tool teach in the

matical correction algorithm based on a biometric model of

measuring points directly at the assembly workplace. The

the human body. The the new algorithm functions perfectly

management of the recorded assembly operations and motion

when applied and drift no longer occurs.

structures makes it easier for an operator to document and
analyze the time recording.

A Time Recording System Up One’s
sleeve

Automatic time Recording in Detail

So, how does the new system function? A special sensor

So far, the new methods can map logistics (sorting and pack-

sleeve, in which three linked sensor modules for the upper

ing), manufacturing (manual and mechanical labor) and as-

arm, lower arm and hand were integrated, was developed in

sembly scenarios for sitting workplaces.

order to measure the movement of an arm or hand with utmost precision – and comfort for the worker. The sensors in

Time recording is completed in four steps:

the snugly yet comfortably fitting anatomically shaped oversleeve follow the worker’s movements during an assembly op-

1. Preparation:

eration extremely precisely and assure comfort while being

The manufacturing operation is analyzed and the individual

worn.

stages of the operation are entered in the computer application.

3D

Among other things, the analysis of manual operations and thus precise recording of their times is particularly important to companies to
optimally plan operations.

2. Data acquisition:

er Gruendler. “This helps us record and analyze hours worked

The worker executes the cyclical job. The sensor system in the

quickly and cost effectively for our clients tremendously.”

oversleeve captures the data automatically.
3. Analysis:
The computer application analyzes the motion data automatically and calculates the allowance times.

Great Potential for Workplace
Organization
So far, the system is limited to sitting workplaces. Hence, the

4. Evaluation:

next stages of next development will concentrate on work-

The data are exported for statistical analysis and to optimize

places with an increased radius of action. Then, it will also be

the total time.

possible to analyze assembly procedures in which a worker
moves from one workstation to the next executing different

Automatic Time Recording Is
Objective and Cost Effective

jobs.
Measuring the time of manual assembly operations in work
studies is only one application scenario for motion tracking

Above all, the objective analysis of assembly operations by au-

with inertial sensors. When complete postures are determined

tomatically recording time with the inertial sensor system and

in conjunction with weights handled and forces applied, it will

a minimal system structure is particularly advantageous. Allow-

be possible to upgrade the developed system and later use it

ance times can be determined very easily and quickly.

for studies of ergonomic workplace design. Then, the additional measurement of physiological parameters, e.g. pulse,

“Time can be recorded even at several workplaces simultane-

blood pressure and heart rate variability, will also make it pos-

ously without additional labor. This significantly reduces the la-

sible to also analyze workloads and individual stresses for ex-

bor required for work studies,” according to the work design-

ample. ■

3D
Inertial sensors for precise time recording are particularly small and light. Employees wear them in a specially made sleeve and are thus able
to continue working unimpeded.
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Radio Chips
in Clothing

Photos: Dirk Mahler

Prof. Klaus Richter and Martin Kirch

2011

T h e a p p a re l m a n u f a c t u re r GERRY WEB ER

relies o n t h e l a t e s t RFID t ec h n o l o g y t o l o c a l i z e and
monito r i t s g o o d s . To g e t h e r w i t h a M a g d e b u r g sys-

Continuous Monitoring from
China to Germany

tem int e g r a t o r, t h e i n n o v a t i v e RFID s ys t e m f ro m

Tagged garments begin their travels at two Chinese distribu-

the Fra un h o f e r IFF w a s i n t e g r a t e d i n GERRY WE-

tion locations, Shanghai and Hong Kong. The RFID tags are

B ER ’s t r a n s p o r t c h a i n a t t h e l o g i s t i c s p ro v i d e r

already sewn into the textiles during production.

FIEGE .

Later, they cease functioning after multiple washings. Packed
in boxes, the textiles are shipped to Germany. An RFID Tunnel
enables the logistics provider in China to scan and clearly

In April of this year, GERRY WEBER International AG received

match every single piece of clothing to a box. Every shipping

the coveted RFID Journal Award for the world’s “Best RFID Im-

box is labeled with a barcode, which is read with a handheld

plementation”. As in past years, the internationally leading

scanner before the RFID is scanned in the RFID Tunnel. From

professional journal presented the award for the successful

this moment on, the data sets created document any changes

use and refinement of RFID technology. This time, the award

during shipping and until the retailers’ shelves. One of the lo-

recognized the development of systems that use RFID labels in

gistics partners involved is FIEGE Mega Center Ibbenbüren

textiles. Whether in jackets, pants or coats, combines electron-

GmbH. The company is part of FIEGE Stiftung & Co. KG head-

ic article surveillance with manufacturers’ care instructions and

quartered in Greven, which has 210 locations in eighteen

the electronic product code.

countries. The corporate group has over 130 years of experience in logistics outsourcing and provides services from cus-

According to the jury from RFID Journal, it conferred the

tomer orders, warehousing, shipping and distribution through

award because the project set a milestone in the use of RFID

returns management. That makes it a capable partner for the

worldwide. The incorporation of the full product assortment

establishment of new RFID applications.

throughout the entire value added chain and the inclusion of
the commercial partners are groundbreaking far beyond
the textile industry. “We are just at the beginning of what this
new system can do for our partners,” says Dr. David Frink,
President of GERRY WEBER International AG, satisfied with

The System “Stirs Up” the
Electromagnetic Signals

the honor. With more than 425 HOUSES of GERRY WEBER

The technological innovation begins with the inner workings

and over 2,000 shop-in-shops, the concern is the first user

of the RFID Tunnel. A UHF RFID scanning system uses the prin-

in all of Germany to have implemented RFID everyhwere in the

ciple of electromagnetic reverberation for UHF RFID applica-

entire process chain and as electronic article surveillance.

tions, which was patented by the Fraunhofer IFF in 2007.

RFID Solutions Are the Trend

Electromagnetic reverberation originally played a role in EMC
test equipment, taking measurements of electromagnetic
emissions and immunity relatively easily with a minimum of

Such non-contact solutions are the trend. The 2011 RFID Mon-

instrumentation. In such electromagnetic reverberation cham-

itor concluded that more than nine out of ten German compa-

bers for EMC measurements, an array of variously aligned me-

nies surveyed intend to pursue them more intensively this year.

tallic reflectors is “stirred”in order to alter the electromagnetic

31 percent of the potential users are from industry, 15 percent

boundary conditions. Continuous alteration of the boundary

from transportation and 7.37 percent apiece from facility man-

conditions produces a multitude of modes, which distribute

agement and public administration.

field strength evenly over a defined period. This makes it possi-

Magdeburg’s Fraunhofer IFF has been developing technologi-

ization in the precisely defined read range anywhere in a UHF

cal solutions that implement continuous tracking of goods in

RFID Gate with a frequency of 868 MHz. Any tagged pieces of

transit with RFID for GERRY WEBER’s logistics providers for

clothing located in the predefined area are detectable.

ble to generate identical field strengths in every possible polar-

nearly two year. The starting point for this is the textile labels,
which are now being additionally equipped with antennas and
microchips.
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The system reliably reads every thusly tagged object even

Flexible Systems

under the most challenging of conditions. Bulk scanning of
transponders, densely packed atop one another in a box,

Other solutions based on the same principle are imaginable in

presents major challenges to the scanning equipment used

the near future. Boxes of items are not just scanned and docu-

whenever every transponder has to be detected reliably in

mented anywhere. A delivery can be documented even at a

any direction or position and solely in relation to one box.

store with technological ease. The read infrastructure does not
have to be a permanent installation because the system is flexible and easily scalable Even tent-like receiving stations that

Real-time Detection of Missing
Items

perform the same task are conceivable or changing rooms
with the appropriate metal shielding could be employed. Items
can also be scanned quickly when they are delivered. Even

By already compiling a complete box-by-box inventory in the

inventories would only take a fraction of the time needed

country of production, GERRY WEBER is enhancing the trans-

now.

parency of its supply chain from its manufacturer’s facilities to
its individual warehouses and distribution centers and finally to

The Fraunhofer IFF sees a bright future for this system, not

its stores. Items missing from hand-packed boxes are already

least because a very large number of other applications other

detected in the country of production and the globally avail-

than textile logistics are possible. Even products that have

able inventory is updated in real time. FIEGE Mega Center

been difficult to track with radio signals, such as bottles filled

Ibbenbüren GmbH inspects incoming goods here in Germany.

with liquid, can be identified reliably using the principle devel-

A variance analysis is performed. Whenever there are discrep-

oped at the Fraunhofer IFF. When meat is delivered to hotels

ancies, the boxes are opened to verify and, if necessary, make

or from processors, a continuous perishable goods chain can

up for any difference. Afterward, the shipments are combined

be easily monitored and assured. The potentials are wide rang-

and handed over to the shipping partner.

ing and even include an RFID Tunnel for trucks. ■

3D
Using an RFID Gate to inspect incoming goods at FIEGE GmbH in Ibbenbüren.

ShARP MINDS IN FOCuS

Silvio Sperling, Engineer
Business unit: Measurement and testing technology

favorite project to date: the development of an automatic wheel measuring machine
that optically inspects the dimensional geometry of rims.
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specialist in the development and engineering of 3d optical measurement systems

Photo: Thomas Ernsting
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Development of
Resource Efficient
Factories and
Production Systems
Without a doubt, the globally increasing

In addition to smart utilization of ener-

consumption of energy as resources grow

gy, such as continued use of thermal

scarcer is one of today’s major challenges

energy from production, this also en-

to society, the environment and the econ-

tails engineering error-proof proce-

omy. Industry, agriculture and our trans-

dures, eliminating rejects and reusing

portation systems are primarily responsi-

materials more extensively.

ble for this situation.
Parallel to this, quality standards and
The success of our current and future de-

expectations on products’ durability

velopments will have to be measured by

and reliability will have to be increased.

the extent to which we orient our manu-

Once they reach the end of their useful

facturing and shipping processes and our

life, they have to be returned to the

personal mobility toward these challeng-

materials cycle as far as possible. This

es.

saves raw materials and is environmentally compatible.

We have long been working on technologies that boost the efficiency of resource

Widespread utilization of sustainable

use. New, digital systems for better engi-

energy sources such as wind, sun, wa-

neering, innovative testing and inspection

ter and biomass is just as important.

systems, ingenious maintenance strate-

We are therefore developing new tech-

gies and optimized manufacturing pro-

nologies that recover them efficiently,

cesses ensure that we use energy and

providing support to integrate them in

raw materials sparingly and sustainably.

production processes effectively and

We analyze more than just individual pro-

designing solutions that distribute and

cesses, though. We are presently working

store them smartly and reliably. This

on planning entire factories so that the

will ultimately make them usable in

idea of resource efficiency is reflected in

business and industry as well as hous-

every one of their processes from the

ing and transportation.

start.
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DEvELOPMENt OF RESOuRCE EFFICIENt FACtORIES AND PRODuCtION SYStEMS

troubLe-proofeD pLant
operation
the “virtuaL commissioning” technoLogy pLatform
shortens start-up processes
torsten Böhme

2008

earl ier, the testing and optimization of a plant did not begin until it had been
constructed and was frequently based on the principle of trial and error. damage could
never be ruled out and had to be accepted. today, that’s a thing of the past. in the
teCviCoM project, the fraunhofer iff developed virtual functional plant models that
already allo w optimization and control system development parallel to construction. that
saves time and resources and additionally guarantees maximum plant reliability right from
the start.

At first glance, Holzindustrie Templin GmbH is a medium-sized

Bau und Inbetriebnahme werden so um ein Vielfaches verkürzt

company like any other in the industry. It concentrates on

und zusätzlich abgesichert. Dem Fraunhofer IFF wurde darum

business with the natural resource timber and structural ele-

die Aufgabe übertragen, sowohl das Verfahren zur Holztrock-

ments made of it. Down-to-earth, located in central Ucker-

nung für die Anlage in Templin zu optimieren als auch deren

mark between Berlin and Neubrandenburg, the company does

Steuerungs- und Leittechnik zu entwickeln.

not immediately make the impression of being a con signee
and user of high-tech from Magdeburg’s Fraunhofer Institute
for Factory Operation and Automation IFF. Appearances are
deceiving though. Apart from selling timber and wooden
structural elements, timber treatment is also part of the company’s core business. The company uses complex plants for
this. They dry the wood and make it more resistant to attacks
from fungi and microorganisms. This has been done of late by
a high temperature drying kiln in a still relatively unknown process with many advantages over conventional methods of
wood treatment. It not only enhances timber visually, making
color and grain appear particularly attractive, but also makes
treatment with wood preservatives largely superfluous.
As in all branches of industrial manufacturing, cost pressure
and the necessity to steadily boost production in plant operation are extremely high. Hence, the company was intent on already meeting the respective demands in this plant’s development phase. Factoring in all of the cost factors, Templin staff
decided to fully take advantage of every technological option
available to produce the drying kiln in the least time possible
and to organize its operation as efficiently and reliably as pos-

Charging the high temperature drying kiln.

sible.

Photo: Torsten Böhme

The TECVICOM Project

Virtual Drying Kiln

To this end, they turned to the Fraunhofer IFF in Magdeburg.

The experts from the Fraunhofer IFF received digitized geomet-

The Technology Platform for Virtual Commissioning or TECVI-

ric structures of the engineering and its kinematic data to de-

COM project is developing new methods of improved plant

sign a detailed computer simulation of the drying kiln. This

engineering and operation. The researchers are particularly fo-

model served as the basis to calculate the flow characteristics

cusing on control system development. Among other things,

inside the drying chamber to have a basis to optimally modify

the virtual engineering specialists are generating accurate sim-

the overall design. That was not enough though. Parallel to

ulations of operation, which are able to reproduce both plants’

optimizing the plant design and its construction, the virtual

engineering and the resultant functionality. This is the founda-

model was also utilized to develop and test the control system

tion for supporting the development process with optimization

and process monitoring. This made it possible to begin simu-

and modifying the engineering design for later use as specifi-

lating the flow in the fully virtualized plant without having to

cally as possible. This will shorten construction and commis-

wait for real components to be manufactured. Thus, a fully

sioning many times over and additionally validate it. Hence,

functioning, optimized plant including perfectly functioning

the Fraunhofer IFF was contracted both to optimize the wood

control and process monitoring systems were delivered to the

drying process in the plant in Templin and develop its control

facility’s owner, the company, from the very beginning.

and protection systems.
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Lateral view of the gas velocity distribution toward the y-coordinate with optimized with optimized installed components, calculated with
Fluent©. Graphics: Fraunhofer IFF

Four Advantage of Virtual
Plant Engineering

Fourthly, plant simulation makes it easier to communicate the
status of work during development and construction. Both

This reveals the first of four key advantages virtually engi-

control system developers and engineers always have the over-

neered plants generate, namely its use to support develop-

all design before them. This virtual model enables them to

ment. Without advanced virtual engineering technologies, it is

consult on current phases of construction, problems or further

impossible to adequately test control system development be-

steps much faster and more effectively. The additional option

fore complex plants are fully finished. Instead, parallel con-

of compiling a functional performance specification for the

struction of such a plant in virtual reality makes it possible to

plant is a factor not to be underestimated. It can consolidate

test it and its functions before completion – without having to

all of the requirements for all of the components integral to

take any risks. Thus, every step and every phase of develop-

development.

ment and construction can be virtually tested and validated in
advance before real implementation begins. A plant is not only

Finally a functional, virtual plant simulation enables project

optimally laid out but also much more reliable in terms of de-

managers to comprehensive grasp the particular situation in

sign errors and malfunctions.

the phases of construction. This also allows them to better assess the development situation and thus establishes an optimal

Another advantage is the option of virtual conversion, for ex-

starting point for other planning steps.

ample, should new equipment or equipment with modified
functions be integrated in the plant. The equipment can be
tested virtually beforehand for optimal integration in concert
with the complete plant. This reduces cost intensive downtimes considerably during retrofitting and subsequent function

Modular Structures Enable CrossProcess Use

tests. Thirdly, digital plant simulation can be utilized cross-pro-

Altogether, such integrated simulation models are subject to

cess and thus for operator training on a virtual model. The

the platform concept and basically pursue an interdisciplinary

representation of functions enables staff members to train cor-

approach. Virtual models can be coupled with real machinery

rect equipment operation, simulate emergencies and the ap-

and freely combined regardless of application. Such flexibility

propriate responses or test the integration of components on

makes the Fraunhofer IFF experts’ approach particularly user

a real controller module and a virtual interface. Consequently,

and customer friendly. The system can be implemented cross-

staff is better qualified right from the start and effective plant

process and customized to specific needs. The client in Templin

operation is enhanced significantly.
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was extremely satisfied with the work from Magdeburg’s
Fraunhofer Institute. They were able to optimize the wood
drying process as desired and already develop the control and

Understandable User Interfaces
Thanks to Virtualization

process monitoring for the plant directly in the model during

The engineers produced a virtual user interface that reproduc-

construction. Thus, it was commissioned significantly earlier

es the lab staff’s familiar work environment. It functions as a

than if it had been developed conventionally. As a conse-

flexible translation interface between human staffers and the

quence, valuable resources were conserved, significant time

technical system. Medical technical lab assistants can use it to

was saved, the standard of safety is higher and more value

plan experiments just as in their real workplace with familiar

added was created.

instruments such as pipettes and incubators without getting
slowed down by complex programming. The system automati-

Virtual systems Control in the
Life Science Sector

cally transmits commands to the equipment, which can then
perform the experiments independently. Input experiments are
not bound by a unique test setup. The virtual engineering specialists configured the system so that it can ultimately be im-

The developers at Magdeburg’s Fraunhofer IFF demonstrated

plemented in very different system and laboratory configura-

the flexibility of their modular approach in another project,

tions. Subsequent adjustments to the original planning are un-

too. Under the heading “lab automation”, a company in the

necessary.

life science sector contracted them to simplify the control system for an automated test system and make it accessible to

This effective solution is a model of the flexible application vir-

non-experts.

tual technologies even to develop control systems for equipment and technical operating systems. ■

Problems Controlling Complex
Systems
The task included a widespread problem, i.e. frequent lack of
understanding of a system on the part of its actual users. Automated test systems that independently conduct programmed experiments and tests have been implemented in
many scientific labs. Normally, such systems are very useful.
However, they are just as difficult to operate as they are expensive. The desired effect of relieving lab technicians of work
frequently never manifests itself. The system control frequently
proves to be far too complex and often requires expertise in
programming, something for which the well trained and specialized medical technical lab assistants are often unprepared.
This lowers their acceptance of technology that is extremely
helpful in principle. Often it then stands around unused and
valuable resources are wasted. The Fraunhofer IFF therefore
aimed to make access to and operation of the system easy
enough for staff that they need no prior knowledge to interact
with it. This necessitated enabling staff to plan experiments in

Training scenario for medical technical training in a
virtual lab. This work step is concerned with applying the primary antibody to a tissue section.

the familiar environment of the system. Afterward, the automated system would perform the experiments as desired. Ultimately as easy as it was simple, the solution would have been
inconceivable without virtual reality technologies.

3D
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Weld at Heart
Photo: Dirk Mahler

Virtual Controllers for Electron
Beam Welding Robots
Prof. Ulrich Schmucker and
Torsten Böhme

2008

El e c t ro n b e a m w e l d i n g re a l l y g e t s the job done. While it can join metal materials faster and

de e p e r t h a n m o s t o t h e r w e l d i n g m e t h o d s , controlling the welding robot under the working cond itions is
a g re a t c h a l l e n g e .
In th e Fr a un h o f e r VIDET I n n o v a t i o n C l u s t e r, the Frau nhofer IFF developed new methods for improved
an d h i g h l y e ff i c i e n t ro b o t c o n t ro l f o r p ro - beam, the E uropean technology leader in civilian electron
be a m w e l d i n g .

Great Effort – Great Impact

planning can only inadequately factor in, up through obstacles
the automatic welding system itself places in the robot’s path

Electron beam welding is a particularly demanding and ex-

and on which it can get hung up. Until now, experts had no

tremely effective process. High voltage electrons are accelerat-

choice but to program iteratively. Bit by bit, error by error, they

ed in a high vacuum and combined by a triode system to be

worked toward optimal programming for the robot until it ul-

applied to material at short distance. Upon impact, the majori-

timately welded a component perfectly. While the procedure

ty of electrons’ kinetic energy is transformed into heat. Since

yields the desired result, it is extremely time consuming and

air molecules would decelerate the electrons, welding is done

additionally consumes inordinately many resources.

in a vacuum.
The great time and effort required is justified. Its efficiency of

The Search for Alternatives

approximately seventy percent makes electron beam welding
one of the most effective and precise methods to permanently

The European technology leader in the field of civilian electron

join metal materials. It can fuse metals that would normally

beam welding, pro-beam AG & Co. KGaA in Burg in Saxony-

hardly bond with one another. Not even refractory metals can

Anhalt also struggled with this problem. The company special-

resist an electron beam’s energy density. Thus, even mixed

izes in the development, construction and sale of vacuum

bonds, e.g. steel and bronze, can be produced.

chambers for electron beam welding and is also a quality contract manufacturer for the large and special plant manufactur-

Welds up to 100 mm Deep

ing industry. Dissatisfied with present methods and in search
of possibilities to improve on them, the company turned to the
Fraunhofer IFF in Magdeburg and its specialists to develop vir-

The high welding speeds possible and the capability to pro-

tual system controls.

duce particularly deep and extremely exact welds is particularly
important. Depending on the material, welds can be 0.3 to

As part of the VIDET project they are funding, the Fraunhofer-

100 millimeters deep. In addition, since welds have such nar-

Gesellschaft and the state, in association with other research

row widths, material barely warps despite the high thermal

organizations in the state, are actively supporting regional

energy. Not least, this benefits the welding of particularly

small and medium-sized enterprises’ developments. The goal

small welds. In addition, electrical fields can be employed to

of the VIDET (Virtual Development, Engineering and Training)

deflect the electron beam, thus making it possible to produce

Innovation Cluster is to facilitate regional large equipment and

very complex bonds. All of this makes electron beam welding

plant manufacturing companies’ implementation and use of

one of the key technologies of the future and particularly in-

virtual technologies. This is intended to boost their interna-

teresting for the production of automotive and aerospace

tional competitiveness and help sustainably strengthen their

components. Other branches of industry such as plant manu-

market position.

facturing are also joining in.

Complicated Welding Robot
Controllers

Virtual Programming and Control
To solve the problem, specialists from the Fraunhofer IFF proposed programming the robot virtually in the future. To this

Welding in large vacuum chambers has one crucial disadvan-

end, they virtualized the entire system and thus made the ro-

tage. The entire procedure can only be controlled externally,

bot’s work environment and travel precisely calculable. Com-

making it extremely complicated. Cameras and welding robots

bined with the likewise virtualized digital design data of the

replace a welder’s eyes and hands. The electron beam is direct-

components to be welded, it is now possible to exactly simu-

ed along the metal on preprogrammed paths to ensure work

late the robot’s movement in advance. The robot’s program-

is nonetheless precise. However, exactly calculating the entire

ming is now entered into the simulation environment. Incor-

procedure in advance and then controlling it proves to be ex-

porating distinctive features of a design and fully independent

tremely difficult. Unforeseen problems crop up again and

of the materials, spatial conditions or other influencing factors,

again, starting with complications induced by design, which

the system control engineer can virtually observe the machin-
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pro-beam AG & Co. KGaA in Burg, SLV Halle GmbH, Otto von Guericke University Magdeburg and FEMCOS GmbH are actively collaborating
with Fraunhofer IFF researchers in the project Electron Beam Welding: Key Technology for Large Plant Manufacturing of the Future. Graphic:
Fraunhofer IFF

ery’s performance in the welding chamber based on the pro-

The results have even exceeded the expectations for the new

gramming. Erroneous welding commands, adverse features of

method of virtual control. Thus, the substantial savings in time

robot design or the robot’s suspension, etc. are now revealed

and resources and the expansion of the range of products will

at a glance. They can be counteracted without causing any

quickly redeem the higher costs incurred by the development

damage by appropriately modifying the programming. Virtual

and implementation of the method.

optimization of travel allows flawlessly executing a weld for
certain component configurations in one operation.

This did not conclude further development of the process.
Fraunhofer IFF experts in virtual plant simulation have addi-

Exceeded Expectations

tionally developed a tool that can be used to virtually engineer
the welds themselves. It finally combines robot kinematics
data and the CAD data of the component being machined.

This alone is a considerable advance. However, the Fraunhofer

This again shortens prep time for welding and boosts produc-

specialist’s method is so effective that it not only ultimately

tivity even more. ■

eliminated the previous method of iterative work but also so
increased system effectiveness that parts previously only producible with great difficulty can now be welded effortlessly.
Even extremely small or large complex parts with complicated
weld geometries such as turbines can now be manufactured.
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hans-Christian Klück, Engineer
Business unit: Biosystems engineering

favorite project to date: the development of a mobile, automated system that records
hyperspectral image data of plants.

photo: dirk mahler

specialist in electrical engineering

Photos: Eyk Flechtner
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RFID Technology for
Maintenance and
Materials Management
in the Steel Industry
Eyk Flechtner, Sven-Uwe Hofmeister, Wolfgang Freihube and Wolfgang Janatsch

2 0 0 7 Maintenance and materials management have grown greatly in importance in recent
years. Controlling increasingly networked, highly complex and automated production requires
similarly oriented and high qualified maintenance. This is the only way companies can maintain
their competitiveness since maintenance and materials management determine appro ximately
forty percent of a company’s costs today. Consequently, maintenance is not only a cost factor
but also a value adding subprocess that contributes to a company’s competitiveness.

View of the sintering plant from the blast furnace.

Maintenance always moves into the limelight whenever a system stops unscheduled, a crash occurs, availability is not main-

Arcelor Eisenhüttenstadt GmbH

tained or schedule and budget are exceeded. Nevertheless, a
plant’s smooth functioning is usually assumed.

Arcelor Eisenhüttenstadt GmbH is a successful and highly productive member of the Arcelor Mittal Group, the

Maintenance and material management have to deal continu-

largest steel company in the world. Founded fifty years

ously with technical innovations and their consequences. RFID

ago as Eisenhüttenkombinat Ost, an ironworks with six

technology has tremendous potential to accelerate and simpli-

blast furnaces, today it is a state-of-the-art integrated

fy processes, to minimize identification errors and to improve

steel mill with highly mechanized systems and technolo-

the information basis for an individual company as well as for

gies. As the largest center of industrial development in

the entire value added chain. Arcelor Eisenhüttenstadt and the

Eastern Brandenburg, it employs approximately 3,000

Fraunhofer IFF jointly studied the potential uses of RFID tech-

highly trained workers in the production of pig iron

nology in conjunction with mobile data acquisition:

through the finishing of high grade flat steel products.

– surveying operational organization in the maintenance and
material management units,
– performing fundamental analyses of RFID or barcode identification systems and thus defining the basic conditions and
– analyzing the tasks defined for mobile data acquisition.
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RFID for Operational Organization

condition determination on the object can be used to execute
the order with checklists or work schedules displayed on the

The main goal of implementing RFID is to improve operational

handheld device. Once the work is completed, the worker re-

organization and internal and external logistics processes. In

ports the completion of the work on site on the handheld de-

detail, this means identifying materials, machinery and tools

vice. Once every inspection has ended, the inspection job or-

and their technical positions clearly and quickly as well as han-

ders are then reported finished by data upload in the main sys-

dling data and information simply, durably and easily.Mobile

tem. Should faults be detected during an inspection, a dam-

data acquisition is intended to additionally save time when

age catalog on the handheld device is used to identify and

data is being entered. The scope of analysis covered all of the

classify the fault, directly allocating it to equipment or a tech-

processes in maintenance and materials management as well

nical position. The related maintenance order can also be cre-

as inspection and measurement management in the various

ated and then activated by uploading the data onto the server

plants, in the sintering plant and around the blast furnace. The

in the main system and must be released only then.

integration of external firms such as suppliers and service providers was also scrutinized.

The specialists from the Fraunhofer IFF selected RFID and barcode technologies suitable for implementation. The metallic

Taking the actual processes as their starting point, researchers

environment, the temperature range and the “rough” indus-

from the Fraunhofer IFF developed RFID conform target pro-

trial setting with mechanical stresses and vibrations, dust with

cesses incorporating the target criteria compiled. The target

high iron content and oily and acidic fumes represent the

processes generally described the sequence of processes and

greatest challenges here. Additional requirements from the us-

the interaction of software solutions. In maintenance for ex-

er’s perspective were simple handling and durable handheld

ample, the job orders including detailed workflows and in-

devices suitable for industry. The new solution was intended

structions for action are downloaded directly onto the mobile

to simplify processes and increase transparency. Afterward,

device. The download occurs in a range of seconds or minutes

the mounting points on the devices were determined, the data

depending on the volume of data and the mobile handheld

structure defined and the required memory established. Once

device’s connection (radio, USB, etc.) to the main system. Once

the IT concept had been formulated, every software and hard-

the data transcription has concluded, the job order is delivered

ware requirement for implementing the concept had been de-

and the employee can begin with the work. Identification and

fined so that cost and labor could be estimated. Along with

Cold rolling mill
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Blast furnace tapping

the expenditures for software and hardware and the costs of
training, the cost-benefit analysis included quantifiable benefits in maintenance and materials management.
Unquantifiable effects and potentials for savings were also

–	Interoperability: Heterogeneous application components
will be able to interoperate.
–	System integration: It can be integrated with cooperating
systems.

taken into account, e.g.:

–	Transaction processes: Methods are available for data en-

– improving the identification of parts, equipment and mate-

–	Application upgrades: Software can be modified.

try, version and variant management and other tasks.
rials,
– tracking useful life,

Their experience in the field of process optimization and RFID

– creating a base of data for long range evaluations and fault

technologies make the specialists from the Fraunhofer IFF in

analyses,

Magdeburg outstandingly qualified to support such projects

– reducing process times and handling work,

from their planning up through their successful implementa-

– reducing inventory times and inventory work,

tion. ■

– reducing time underway and searching and incorrect entries,
– serializing components to organize processes more efficiently,

RFID Technology and ProcessOptimization

– reducing manual identification work and
– entering inventory in near real time.

Implementing RFID-based process optimization requires a
progressive approach that covers analysis, system design,

Arcelor Eisenhüttenstadt GmbH and the Fraunhofer IFF suc-

object design, implementation, system integration, test-

cessfully completed the first phase of the project together and

ing and commissioning. The actors must be integrated in

were thus able to demonstrate the feasibility, cost effective-

the development of the overall system. Often, a develop-

ness and benefits. Consequently, the prerequisites for compa-

ment team focuses too much on the details of a techni-

ny-wide rollout have been established. The development solu-

cal solution rather than on the intended results.

tion will have the following system features:
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Harz Power
An Entire Region Is
Pursuing One Goal:
A Renewable
Energy Supply

Prof. Zbigniew Antoni Styczynski,

Photo: P. Kirchhoff / PIXELIO

Dr.. Przemyslaw Komarnicki and Dr. Gerhard Müller

2 0 0 9 U ntil now, there have been few direct points
of contact between energy efficiency and information and communication technologies (ICT). Howe ver,
this is changing right now. The E- Ener gy support program
launched by the federal gover nment is aimed at intelligently
uniting energy conversion, distribution, consumption and trade
with IC T. Concrete structures are being tested by expert teams in
six model regions throughout Germ any, including the “Model Renew able H arz Region”, which intends to launch model solutions that
link energy and communication networks by 2012. Atte ntion is focused
on the utilization of different renewable energy sources and controllable
loads, which will be united in virtual power plants.

On the one hand, our climate is changing, energy demand is

Energy Internet

mounting and fossil fuels are running out. On the other hand,
renewable energy sources have nearly inexhaustible potential.

Assuring a green and stable supply of electrical power from its

Everything ought to be fine and the energy issue resolved,

generation to distribution through its consumption is the cru-

shouldn’t it? Deceivingly simple at first glance, the situation

cial challenge for the future. Information and communications

demands more complex solutions. Ultimately, the energy sup-

technologies (ICT) will play a key role. They will support a so-

ply must be organized cost effectively and environmentally

called “Energy Internet” in which many generation plants

compatibly in the future, too.

communicate with power system facilities and the millions of
power-consuming terminals.

Power plants always supply as much power as industry, households or other consumers need at the moment. Conventional

This is where the E-Energy support program endowed with a

power plants do this largely with nuclear power, lignite, water

total of 140 million euros comes into action. Six projects are

power, anthracite or natural gas. Peaking power plants (e.g.

developing model solutions that will link energy and commu-

pumped-storage power plants) kick in in an emergency. Re-

nications networks by 2012. A key point in all of the projects

newable energies are gaining momentum though. In 2007,

is the creation of market platforms for residential and com-

they already accounted for 32 percent of the power generated

mercial customers supported by ICT. Interdisciplinary teams of

in Saxony-Anhalt. According to the State Statistical Office,

experts are developing and testing ICT products, methods and

nearly every third kilowatt hour is obtained from renewable

services intended to increase energy efficiency and supply cer-

energies. However, precisely predicting sun, wind and heat is

tainty and strengthen climate protection. The Fraunhofer Insti-

difficult. They supply power as a function of the weather. Does

tute for Factory Operation and Automation and the Depart-

that mean every mill needs to be backed up by a power plant

ment of Electrical Power Systems at Otto von Guericke Univer-

at the ready when they subside? Are renewable energies at all

sity Magdeburg are two of nineteen consortium partners in

able to flexibly respond to fluctuating demand? Combined re-

the model project “Model Renewable Harz Region RegMod-

newable power plants are considered the solution. When they

Harz”, the Harz region being the only model region in eastern

are smartly interconnected, wind, sun and biogas mutually

Germany.

compensate each other’s fluctuations during production.

Dardesheim is 1500% renewable. In 2007, fifteen times
the local demand for power,
heat and fuel was produced
from indigenous renewable
energies, partly in Druiberg
wind park. Photos: Energiepark Druiberg GmbH
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A Small Town with Big Goals

Perfect Interaction

The small town of Dardesheim is centrally located in the model

The key element for the residents of the Harz on their way to

renewable Harz region. It is pursuing an ambitious plan. In the

an energy supply without fossil resources is a combined re-

medium term, it intends to supply more than 250,000 resi-

newable power plant. Modern information and communica-

dents with renewable energy. Roughly two thirds of the ener-

tion technologies will collect information on all renewable

gy now consumed in the rural county is already obtained re-

power generators and consumption data. This will allow ad-

newably. The mix of wind power, solar energy, water power

justing consumption to the supply of renewable energies at

and biomass is considered exemplary. Some forty wind energy

any time and vice versa. In conjunction with an innovative on-

converters are in operation atop Druiberg Mountain on the

line network, it will provide the generators, traders, power sys-

outskirt of town. Biogas plants, solar cells on the roofs of

tem operators and customers involved an ecologically and ec-

schools, preschools, businesses and residences, a 5 MW co-

onomically optimized energy supply up through full supply.

generation plant operated with vegetable oil and a renewable

Power system operators Vattenfall Europe Trans - mission and

power charging station complete the picture of the model en-

E.ON Avacon and municipal utility companies in Quedlinburg,

ergy town.

Halberstadt and Blankenburg are the partners. They are making the entire transmission system of the 380 KV high voltage

The project “Model Renewable Harz Region” is intended to

to low voltage grid available to the project. The populace is

further increase the share of renewable energies while guaran-

also cooperating. Regional acceptance of the project is very

teeing cost effectiveness, supply certainty and environmental

high.

compatibility.

The energy independent town of Dardesheim. The residents of the Harz region are pursuing their goal with all of their power. They are
breaking pioneering new ground in order to supply the roughly 250,000 residents of the rural county exclusively with regionally produced
renewable energies such as wind, biomass, water power, solar energy and geothermal. All of the strands merge in the “Energy Internet”,
which links supply and demand as well as generators and consumers.
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Virtual Combine Power Plant
ICT are being implemented to optimize the overall electricity
supply system from generation to transport and distribution
up through consumption. The heart is a virtual combined
power plant that optimally combines the advantages of the
different renewable energies. The main challenge is how to intelligently bring renewable energy generation, power consumption and storage technology together by means of online
data acquisition. The combined renewable power plant’s control center receives near real-time information on the situation
in the region. This complete overview of generation, storage
and consumption facilitates forecasting. The benefit is the ability to utilize renewable energies optimally.

Wash When the Wind Blows
The Harz virtual combined power plant intends to break new
ground in efficient energy use. Not only the output of the energy generators but also the energy consumption of voluntarily cooperating consumers shall be registered and coordinated.
The goal is to adjust variable power consumption to supply. In
other words, consumers could turn on their washers or dishwashers manually or automatically when the wind is blowing

The two pumped-storage power plant connecting pipelines/canals

or the sun is shining strongly.

discharge in the powerhouse with two pumped storage/turbine sets
apiece with 40 MW of power. For more information, visit

A Giant Battery

www.energiepark-druiberg.de.

One important part of the project is the pumped-storage pow-

green power. If there were a lull and not even the sun were

er plant at Rappbode dam in Wendefurth, which already pro-

shining when demand is high, the battery would simply feed

vides considerable storage potential. It is able to inter mediate-

its power back into and thus stabilize the grid.

ly store excess renewable power practically like a giant battery

The scenario described is also discussed as an “electric vehicle

– theoretically the entire output from twenty-four hours. The

network concept”, i.e. locomotion with vehicles with powerful

excess power can be used to pump water from the Bode River

rechargeable batteries and operated with electricity from the

into the upper reservoir built in 1967. If the water is needed

power distribution network by means of so-called plug-ins,

again, perhaps because the air is still at the moment, it can

which treat the consumption and supply of electrical power in-

flow back into the valley and drive two 40 megawatt turbines.

dependently from one another. Thus, electricity from the distri-

Thus, generated power returns to the network.

bution network may be stored and utilized for driving at a later time or fed back into the distribution network. When such

Cars as Energy Carriers

plug-ins are integrated in the electricity supply, cars may be
used as energy carriers. Such concepts are also being researched in the project RegMod Harz. In addition to a vehicle’s

Electric vehicles could be instrumental in further stabilizing the

function as a storage system, the Fraunhofer researchers are

grid in the future. Since ICT facilitate data exchange, such ve-

also studying load management options. The approach behind

hicles will primarily charge with excess wind or solar power.

this entails only charging vehicles at times that are ideal for

Since a car is normally driven no longer than forty minutes a

the power system. To this end, the e-mobility experts in Mag-

day, enough time remains to connect mobile batteries to the

deburg will be developing and testing system services that in-

grid. If, for example, an excess of wind power were produced

tegrate electric vehicles in the power supply system. ■

and were therefore particularly inexpensive, a car could charge
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tobias Kutzler, Computer Scientist
Business unit: logistics and factory systems
specialist in telematic and navigation systems that support logistical operations

photo: dirk mahler

favorite project to date: the development of smart telematic solutions for the
electric vehicle network project “harz.ee-mobility”.
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Kathleen hänsch, Computer Scientist
Business unit: Process and Plant engineering
specialist in requirements analysis, design, implementation and validation of software
for electrical grids
favorite project to date: implementing a complete system that integrates electric vehicles in the electrical grid as mobile storage systems in the “harz Model renewable
energies region”.
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Distributed and
Dynamic Knowledge
Processes in industries such as automo-

Consequently, such information can be

tive, machinery and plant manufacturing

highly interconnected throughout the

as well as logistic are increasingly being

value added chain. This facilitates, for

organized based on the division of labor.

instance, the maintenance of products

Despite the attendant benefits, various

such as machinery and plants.

challenges result, which the companies
involved have to face.

In the future, transport, handling and
storage will also have to be document-

One of these challenges is the continually

ed to the same extent as the type and

growing, increasingly diverse target group

circumstances of production have to be

affected by knowledge about a product,

documented. What has already be-

information on its use, safety standards,

come standard in the food and phar-

service manuals, etc. Since central storage

maceutical industry will spread to the

of such knowledge tends to be cumber-

aforementioned industries. This ulti-

some, it must be moved to the object in-

mately provides a basis for establishing

stead where it is available constantly for

secure and documentable supply

direct, local access.

chains anywhere, a necessity in light of
the present reality of international and

New information and communications

intermodal shipping operations.

technologies and sensor and telematic
systems allow us to store more than just

Specific information is thus stored di-

knowledge about a specific product, such

rectly on logistical assets such as prod-

as date of manufacture, instructions for

ucts, packaging or containers. Only

use and service intervals. Without having

such distribution will render the flood

to be directly on site, we are also able to

of information and data on products

obtain information on a product’s current

manageable. Staff on the job will be

condition, its location, including whether

able to access and use it on site.

and when it has been transported or perhaps even damaged, and even every relevant ambient parameter such as tempera-

Photo: Dirk Mahler

ture, humidity and the like.
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RFID Makes Container
Management Transparent
Helmut Röben and Manuela Wahl

Photo: PhotoDisc ®

2006

The inter national exchange of goods and products is continually growing. As a result,
the number of reusable transport containers is also rising. New information and communication technologies are helping keep an eye on everything. The Fraunhofer IFF provides high
performance, RFID -based container management systems, which are equally well suited for
inter nal material flows an inter national supply chains.

Reusable transport containers are a good idea for closed logis-

formation is evolving into one of the most important logistical

tics cycles. Controlling the flows of accompanying and preced-

factors. New potentials in the field of information and com-

ing information is a basic prerequisite for smoothly organizing

munication technologies are allowing better and better solu-

the flow of goods and commodities as supply and logistics

tions to support logistics processes. The Fraunhofer IFF pro-

networks become more and more complex. Losses from misdi-

vides RFID-based container management systems that do this.

rected containers, pallets or luggage each run in the double or
triple digit millions. State-of-the-art solutions must not only be

The crucial advantages of these RFID-based systems are the

able to positively identify mobile assets of different types and

writable data media and the distributed provision of informa-

in varying environmental conditions but also to localize them,

tion directly on an object. The writable data media, integrated

communicate with them, navigate them and control them. In-

in each container, make it possible to store and retrieve need-

ed information directly on a containe. An RFID chip makes ev-

ronments and, most especially, their operational readiness is

ery container clearly identifiable all of the time. Thus providing

not impaired by dirt. The availability of distributed information

definite information on the owner and the contents. Linking

opens potentials for success in terms of cycle times, costs and

distributed and centralized information creates the conditions

quality. Integrating information and material flows produces

for an organizational solution that transparently maps and

process transparency that makes it possible to identify and opti-

evaluates logistics processes. This can be built upon to estab-

mize logistics performance variables such as cycle time and lo-

lish process-oriented control loops in supply chains. Defining

gistics quality. The Fraunhofer IFF’s LogMotionLab is one of Eu-

the data model that stipulates what data shall be recorded

rope’s best equipped RFID test and development labs. Fraun-

and managed by mobile devices is critical for the success of

hofer IFF researchers use their know-how to adapt customized

such systems. The interface to company software and, in par-

solutions to internal and external logistics processes. ■

ticular, the connection to master and job data is critically important.
The advantage is obvious: If, for example, goods are transport-

A Successful Project with Siemens Power

ed in time-critical orders, localizing and communication tech-

Generation

nologies provide clear information all of the time about
whether the transport is moving within the specified time-

The Fraunhofer IFF has successfully implemented RFID

frame. When there is a delay, an alarm can be activated and a

based container management (TIP4BOXES) at Siemens’

change can be made to a faster means of transportation. If

Gasturbinenwerk Berlin. In Berlin, Siemens manufactures

the transported items are particularly sensitive goods, e.g.

gas turbines and uses turbine blades that they partly

medicines or frozen foods, their condition in the container can

manufacture themselves but partly also receive from sup-

be checked. If their condition becomes critical, for instance,

pliers in England and the USA. Depending on its size and

because a specified temperature limit has been exceeded, the

design, the value of a single turbine blade can equal that

system activates an alarm, making it possible to actively inter-

of a well equipped mid-size car. The varied and diverse

vene at an early stage and thus protect the goods from being

transport movements and the costliness of the compo-

ruined. RFID based container management enables continu-

nents induced the Gasturbinenwerk to implement con-

ously tracking shipments – while accordingly organizing the

tainer management using RFID chips.

processes along the entire value added chain – and results in
more transparency in the material flows. In conjunction with

In brief, the most important advantages of container

other technologies such as sensor systems that register condi-

management are:

tion and other communications technologies such as mobile

–	The considerable effort previously needed for searches

radio and GPS, transport containers become smart objects that

is almost completely eliminated.

ensure logistics processes are of high quality and reliable.

–	Any Siemens Intranet PC allows easy access to the sys-

Apart from improving the actual logistics processes, equipping

– Container management can provide information on

tem.
containers with RFID chips generates other benefits in container system organization and maintenance. Applying smart labels not only makes the actual transport process more trans-

the content of every container.
–	The location of every container can be determined
with the push of a button.

parent but also provides clear information on the number of

–	Errors caused by manual data input are eliminated.

containers in use, on possibly unused potentials or overcapaci-

–	Suppliers can be integrated in the system.

ties. Along with information on content, e.g. owner, type,

–	Operational organization of internal and external con-

quantity, condition or destination, information on the contain-

tainer logistics is improved.

er can also be stored on the data medium. In turn, this information supports the systematic planning and control of service
processes as well as maintenance management. Transponders
have significant advantages over conventional visual container
labeling. They are well suited for use in harsh production envi-
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Tr a d i t i o n a l l y , m a c h i n e r y a n d p l a n t m a nu-

corresponding technical system. Its one-of-a-kind systems

fa cturin g d i re c t l y i d e n t if y m a t e r i a l s w i t h m a n u al

compel FAM to meet high product quality standards in global

labelin g m e t h o d s u si n g a p e r m a n e n t m a r k e r o r

competition and adhere to a project’s time and cost objectives.

steel st a m p n u m b e r s o n a n o b j e c t o r c o m b i n i n g

This affects the phases of equipment and plant manufactur-

parts w i t h a t t a c h e d l a b e l s ( m e t a l o r p l a s t i c t a g s) to

ing, construction and commissioning. Rapid and reliable iden-

allow i d e n t if i c a t i o n i n t h e d iff e re n t s t a g e s o f ma-

tification of requisite parts and components purchased from

chining . T h e d i s a d v a n t a g e o f t h e s e m e t h o d s i s

suppliers helps manage machining and construction processes

their fa i l u re t o s u p po r t t h e a u t o m a t i o n o f i d e n tifi-

with broad transparency and high quality. After a detailed

cation o r i n f o r m a t i on f l o w s . P a p e r d o c u m e n t s and

analysis of the relevant logistics processes from receiving

manua l k e y b o a rd a nd t e r m i n a l e n t r i e s a re t h e or-

through the construction site at a client’s facilities, manage-

der of t h e d a y . Th i s i s w h e re t e c h n o l o g i e s s u c h as

ment and project management were certain that the combina-

barcod e , d i re c t p a r t m a r k i n g o r r a d i o f re q u e n c y

tion of bar code and RFID would accelerate internal processes

identif i c a t i o n (RFID) co m e i n w i t h t h e g o a l o f i n-

and simplify the complexity of part identification. In addition,

creasin g i d e n t if i c a t i o n c e r t a i n t y , e n a b l i n g t h e au-

the internal reorganization project at FAM had to take account

tomatio n o f i d e n t if i c a t i o n a n d l o g g i n g p ro c e s s es

of a large percentage of purchased material and equipment

and pre v e n t i n g f o r m a t c h a n g e s .

and an SAP system implemented for several years in which the
new technologies could organize already implemented workflows more efficiently.

A project at FAM Magdeburger Förderanlagen und Baumaschinen GmbH involved identifying potentials for improvement

Since the logistics chain in the company begins with receiving,

by using a new method of identification and implementing the

a subproject analyzed the benefits of RFID in the warehouse.

FAM employees work with mobile terminals with barcode and RFID functions. Photo: FAM
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Receiving valuable items at
FAM.
Photo: Bettina
Rohrschneider

The finding was that delivered items cannot always be unique-

media in logistics, especially when an extensive assortment of

ly identified, either because the labels on the goods and deliv-

parts has to be identified based on customers. Hence, the

ery documents differ (different items are delivered than or-

project resorted to barcode technology (EAN 128) for simple

dered) or because information such as the FAM order number

material identification. The advantage is the availability of par-

are missing on the packing slip. In the past, the company

ticular barcode labels to suppliers through an Internet portal

printed plaintext warehouse receiving, issuing and shipping la-

and the suppliers ability to print these when shipping so that

bels with which automatic identification is not possible. At

in the future the materials can be delivered to FAM with bar-

present, cost is still an argument against employing RFID data

code labels already affixed.

The receiving cycle
in principle. Graphic:
Fraunhofer IFF
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Labeling storage locations with RFID
tags. Photo: FAM

Barcode can likewise support the actual process of reconciling a delivery
with an order, the inspection of delivered parts’ quality and their physical
storage. Simply scanning the barcode
with a mobile terminal decodes the
coded information in the barcode and
identifies the materials. This is especially important since, as a manufacturer of complex one-of-a-kind systems, FAM only has a few repeat parts
and employees must readjust to “unfamiliar” material in every delivery.
Barcode scans eliminate time-consuming manual reconciliation of frequently
long series of digits on packing slips
and object labels. Errors in notation
are reduced.
Along with providing materials with
barcodes, storage locations in the receiving warehouse were equipped
with RFID tags (passive, 13.56 MHz,
200 characters). This eliminates manual notation and checks of storage location numbers. If SAP proposes a
particular storage location for a material, the RFID scan of a storage location tag checks whether it was stored
in the correct location. If not, an error
message is issued.
Warehouse employees can also use the mobile terminal to di-

bination of barcode and RFID is an excellent option to control

vide quantities among different storage locations and to quali-

processes in receiving and constitutes an improvement of the

fy them with appropriate scans of material (barcode) and loca-

initial situation. The cost of barcode on items is justifiable

tion (RFID). Material issues from storage locations can be doc-

when compared with the total value of a plant project. Expen-

umented the same way. The data from the respective SAP

ditures for mobile terminals and storage location tags repre-

modules and the mobile terminals of employees in the ware-

sent a one-time investment.

house and quality assurance are reconciled manually depending on the process and through defined interfaces. FAM im-

Parts identification is now intended to be automated in the

plemented the interfaces for this itself. So far, the implemen-

subsequent processes of manufacturing up through the con-

tation phase in the company has demonstrated that the com-

struction of a plant at a construction site. ■
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Prof. Klaus richter and Martin Kirch
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Who would have thought it? despite strict eu rules that provide for continuous
monitoring, there are still considerable gaps in security where air freight is concer ned.
thes e gaps increase the security risk for transport management worldwide. the consequence can be disrupted logistical operations. this terrible piece of news for shippers
and anyone involved in logistical operations is not just hot air. rather, it comes from a
study of the inter national transfer Center for logistics (itCl) and the technische universität Berlin, which was contracted by the World Cargo Center gmbh in frankfurt, the
market leader in development and investments concentrated on air cargo real estate.
this is one more reason for the researchers at the fraunhofer institute for factory operation and automation iff to continually intensify their efforts to increase security at
airports. in a field test at leipzig-halle airport, the researchers from Magdeburg demonstrated the effectiveness of their solutions that rely on state-of-the-art positioning
and identification technologies.

Most of the DHL staff at Leipzig-Halle Airport begin working

contact. Thus, data can be read automatically without manual

when others are going to bed. The night shift begins at 10

intervention and objects can be identified even when they are

p.m. sharp. From then on, everything runs like clockwork to

moving.

ensure operations run smoothly. Every night, around sixty airplanes land and take off about every five minutes between

RFID technology is versatile but no one systems solution is suit-

midnight and four in the morning. Handling the loading and

able for every domain. An identification or positioning system

unloading without error requires precise work, an interplay of

alone appears insufficient for many logistics applications since

advanced technologies, employees accustomed to stress and

different problems have to be addressed. Combined use of dif-

excellent organization. Nonetheless, even Europe’s most ad-

ferent technologies can be expedient wherever any solitary

vanced air freight handling center cannot eliminate every con-

system reaches its limits. In the project GNSS-INDOOR, funded

tingency. After all, 100 percent protection is no more possible

by the Federal Ministry of Economics and Technology, the

there than anywhere else.

Fraunhofer IFF and six other partners closely examined the options for integrating radio technologies in different scenarios.

A joint study by the International Transfer Center for Logistics

They intensively researched and tested different technologies

(ITCL) and the Technical Universität Berlin contracted by World

that localize people, vehicles and goods in different types of

Cargo Center GmbH revealed that, despite revised EU rules,

buildings and in their direct proximity. The results revealed that

there are still considerable gaps in security where air freight is

transport and warehouse operations can be watched currently

concerned. Moreover, the number of non-standard regulations

and in detail by cleverly combining identification and position-

and certificates for air and freight security particularly present

ing systems and substantially more efficient control points can

problems.

be defined to analyze operations in near real time. A comparison of the detailed automatically generated maps of current

While fifty-six percent of the logistics providers consider the

transport status with detailed targets delivers the desired an-

lack of security concepts covering all stages of delivery to be

swers. Thus, appropriate actions to control operations can al-

the greatest security problem, sixty-one percent of the ship-

ready be inferred when there are slight deviations and before

pers primarily find fault with security awareness among their

freight is irreversibly damaged or transportation delayed.

own and external staff. Technical and structural aspects also
play a role. Twenty-four percent of the logistics providers and
thirty-nine percent of the shippers consider the monitoring
systems in air freight centers to be inadequate. Control of
access to freight centers is judged to be an even more critical

Freight Information for the Control
Center

situation. A large number of the logistics providers surveyed

The Fraunhofer researchers rigorously tested the integration of

also consider building security and cargo inspection to be in-

radio technology in a logistics node at an airport at the DHL

adequate.

Hub at Leipzig-Halle Airport. To this end, they first outfitted
the equipment, e.g. tow tractors and trailers, with active tele-

Continuous Tracking Of Goods

matic units. The air freight units (containers) and the goods
themselves received passive transponders (a neologism combining “TRANSmitter” and “resPONDER”). While active tran-

According to the opinion of experts, the transparency of air-

sponder’s have built-in batteries that provide them with their

ports is presently around ninety two percent. Problems in dis-

own power supply and can be read and written, passive tran-

tribution usually arise wherever goods are handled. Goods can

sponders obtain the power they need from the reader’s elec-

be improperly transported or stored, be located in the wrong

tromagnetic frequency field. When containers are loaded onto

place or impossible to find promptly. In the worst case, they

the trailers, the two tags are “coupled”. From then on, con-

even disappear. Logistics providers always bear full responsibili-

tainers and cargo form one unit and, as such, can be moni-

ty for their goods in transit and could be held liable for dam-

tored continuously by the control center, in real time with data

ages when goods are lost or damaged. Mistakes entail a loss

on current position. This increases transparency in the logistical

of not only money but also image and trust. In order to further

operation. They are united with the aid of an RFID glove devel-

increase transparency on the apron, the researchers at the

oped by the Fraunhofer IFF, which can read an RFID tag on

Fraunhofer IFF are relying on monitoring, i.e. continuous track-

freight quite rapidly and reliably without any complicated ad-

ing of goods with the latest RFID technologies, which employ

ditional actions. The RFID glove has an integrated antenna,

alternating electromagnetic fields to transmit data without

thus leaving the wearer free to use his or her hands.
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This facilitates the flow of information between the glove and

ments for sensor systems since a camera’s embedded evalua-

handled cargo by RFID transponders during normal handling

tion logic can only partially compensate for interference and

operations and eliminates additional process steps to write

changed operations.

and read the RFID information common among conventional
handheld devices.

A Fraunhofer project group therefore devoted itself to evaluating radio and image sensor methods and systems by means of

However, the accuracy of radio positioning is not necessarily

virtual scenarios that simulate potential operational and ambi-

sufficient for the demands of logistics. It often leaves much to

ent conditions so that the quality of the information for the

be desired, especially outdoors, whether because of poor

monitoring of logical operations under the widest variety of in-

weather conditions, unanticipated interfering factors such as

fluences can already be determined when a sensor system is

metallic bodies or the use of certain systems that only deliver

being planned.

exact results at ten meters. The Fraunhofer researchers from
Magdeburg advise anyone in need of precise results all of the
time to employ a combination of radio and video positioning

Snoops in Action

systems. While primarily radio technologies are relied on when
goods are in transit, images integrate another level of analysis

The monitoring of cargo’s condition can be just as important

for handling and storage operations. Films of logistical opera-

as its continuous tracking it, for instance when goods are re-

tions taken by video cameras are analyzed by image difference

frigerated and perishable with chains of custody and specific

methods. The results can be used to determine assets’ location

temperature limits must be observed or when they are sensi-

and position. They can be identified by radio. Their ambient

tive electronic components. The German Electrical and Elec-

conditions (e.g. weather, lighting and asset properties) and lo-

tronic Manufacturers’ Association (ZVEI) published a guideline

gistical operations make airports non cooperative environ-

on “Identification and Traceability in the Electrical and Elec-

3D

More transparency on the apron can be achieved with RFID systems.
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be retrieved by GSM for instance or written on an RFID transponder with the aid of the Tag-Head. The Tag-Head transmits
status reports to the control center at regular intervals or on
demand. If the sensor readings leave the defined margin of
safety, an alert is automatically transmitted. Simultaneously,
important readings can be written on a passive transponder.

No More Claims
Security specialists have already been won over by the advanced positioning and identification technologies. Now, businesses are also taking a closer look since there are solid resons
for implementing RFID, which add up financially.

An air freight container being loaded onto a trailer. Their radio
transponders merge them into one unit. This makes the monitoring
of transport units and cargo significantly more reliable.

tronics Industry” for the entire value added chain, which, taking manufacturing and assembly operation as its starting
point, is also intended to rigorously examine all logistics activities in the supply chain as far as the recipient.
Fraunhofer experts have developed a special early warning system, the so-called Tag-Head, to monitor conditions. The versatile unit is equipped with sensor, communication, positioning
and RFID systems. The sensors monitor temperature, moisture
and shocks. When a predefined threshold is reached, the TagHead triggers an alarm. The sensor and positioning data can
The RFID glove allows reliable documentation of cargo handling. It
reliably reads a radio transponder on a container and transmits the
data to the connected system.

Electronic lookouts organize secure supply chains that are
traceable and thus enable service providers to make binding
statements about the time and place of a shipment’s delivery
and its condition. Carriers able to prove that all of the products entrusted to them were delivered in perfect condition,
would eliminate across-the-board discounts. This opens tremendous potentials for savings to logisticians. Claims management becomes less important when supply chains are documented end-to-end. Entirely new budgets and profit margins
are imaginable. It would be best if the future started right
A helping hand: The RFID glove has proven its merit in practice

now! ■

because it frees up its wearer’s hands.
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DIStRIButED AND DYNAMIC KNOWLEDgE

DigitaL LogbooKs
with gps anD rfiD
sateLLite parts tracKing in outDoor
storage faciLities
tobias Kutzler

2011

T h e o r g a n i z a t i o n o f o u t d o o r s t o r a g e f acili-

ti es is m a d e d iff i c u l t b y t h e l a c k o f c l a r i t y , re l a tive
uncerta i n t y a b o u t t h e re a l s t o c k o n h a n d a n d t imeconsum i n g i n v e n t o r y t a k i n g . Ne w t e c h n o l o g i e s
such as t h e G PS d ig i t a l p a r t t r a c k i n g s y s t e m d e veloped b y t h e F r a un h o f e r IFF w il l s i m p l if y t h i s s i gnificantly i n t h e f u t u re .

The Needle in the Haystack
Industrial outdoor storage facilities have a problem from time
to time: They can be quite expansive. This often makes it difficult to locate even especially large p a r t s stored there, as odd
as that may sound at first, or to estimate the actual stock on
hand realistically. Searches for individual parts can consume
valuable time and resources. Ultimately, parts are often identified based on simple visual markings. If these are poorly positioned or hidden however, heavy p a r t s weighing several tons
may have to be moved. Unfortunately, quick “rearrangement”
of items to clarify identities far too often proves to be an irritating mistaken search.

Relative Inventory
3D

More importantly, logisticians usually only have unverified information on inventory at their disposal for this kind of storage operation. They frequently still work with simple, manually

At the right place at the right time? Efficient management

compiled documents and tables. In principle, such written doc-

of outdoor storage facilities saves much time and money.

umentation allows the assumption that a p a r t w a s m a nufacture d o r d e l i v e re d at a specific time or placed in a specific spot in a storage facility or picked up at another time. The

must be processed and updated as storage facilities are used

work required to keep such documents constantly up to date

to the limits of their capacity. This is the real problem: If the

can quickly take on substantial dimensions at a large storage

glut of information is so extreme that information is only avail-

facility. Format changes when numbers are entered manually

able with a time lag, then the actual inventory and the tables

and inaccuracies when storage locations are specified make

and documents no longer correspond and finding a part re-

finding a p a r t a g a i n d iff i c u l t . If one wants to know exactly

quires considerable work.

however, one has to go look for oneself. When the item
sought cannot be found, a complete inventory is necessary.

Inventories have to be taken even when “lost” parts are not
being sought. In many companies, the current inventory has to

More Work Means More Costs

be reported routinely and especially at year’s end. Depending
on the size of the warehouse, this can last several days. Since
especially large parts are also particularly valuable and thus

The challenges of keeping inventory manually are primarily the

constitute fixed capital, companies are interested in the actual

relative imprecision and the sometimes extreme delays entailed

inventory on an almost daily basis. However, this is virtually

by verification. The risk of “non-movers” and “remainders”,

impossible under the aforementioned circumstances.

i.e. hard to find parts, is sizeable. More and more information
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door storage facility, precisely determine their location and position and additionally identify them individually with all of the
necessary and available data.

Motion Sensors Report Relocation
The technology is easy to use and install and is based on commercially available, autonomous positioning systems. The
palm-sized units have a GPS receiver, a GSM modem, a motion
sensor, a battery and, optionally, an internal compass. It uses
cellular radio not only to transmit the position of the item to

3D

which it has been attached but also to determine its exact orientation as required. The unit’s battery ensures that parts can
be tracked even when stored for periods of several weeks.

A GPS sender for localization in outdoor storage facilities makes
finding individual parts far easier. It displays not only an item’s loca-

Thus, every storage, transfer and retrieval operation is tracked

tion but also its exact orientation.

with the aid of integrated motion sensors. As soon as a pa rt
is moved, the tracking systems are activated and transmit the
part’s current position once it has been deposited. This makes

Virtually everyone in management has faced this challenge.

it possible to plan and monitor optimal inventory virtually,

The Logistics experts at Magdeburg’s Fraunhofer Institute also
confronted this problem when they collaborated with the
wind turbine manufacturer ENERCON. Ultimately, both took
this as an opportunity to collectively reflect on a practicable
and cost effective solution to the problem. The outcome was a
digital nameplate supplemented by a system with an automatic satellite GPS tracking system for the outdoor storage facility.

Digital Nameplates
The specialists at the Fraunhofer IFF built upon their experiences with proven indoor tracking solutions for efficient warehouse organization. This served as the basis to develop an
easy-to-use outdoor tracking system for outdoor storage facilities, specifically for large pa r t s measuring three meters and
larger. All of the p ar t s were tagged with RFID chips to simplify
their identification. On the one hand, the parts can always be
identified individually. On the other hand, the chips are used

RFID chips can store a part’s complete history.

to connect with the tracking systems. These tracking systems
are equipped with a GPS receiver and transmit their new locations in certain intervals or changes of location. Then, the sys-

while maximizing the utilization of the available space. Man-

tem also indirectly knows a p a r t ’s w h e re a b o u ts through

agers now know where every part is located in real time and

the link established with the RFID chip. This produced an en-

to the exact millimeter. They are connected with their stock

tirely new logistics solution for outdoor storage facilities. It has

any time they want to be and can view the exact overall im-

made it possible to locate all of the tagged items in an out-

mediate state of a storage facility virtually on a monitor in seconds. A storage facility can now be inventoried in a just a few
minutes rather than several hours as was usually the case.
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Complete Part History on the Chip
Easily written and read by a handheld unit, RFID chips store all
of the data relevant to particular p ar t s. Model, material, place
of production – any information desired can be stored on a
part digitally and added at any time. Current data can even
be added at a construction site, e.g. when a part is repaired
there, or the group of p a r t s to which it belongs whenever this
ought to be recorded. Chips thus becomes digital logbooks
that record the e n t i re history of p a r t s from production
through installation. This capability of the technology does
more than just tremendously support quality assurance. It also
becomes an interesting “add-on”, which manufacturers can
additionally deliver to their customers. If a part has to be repaired years later, all of the important information is automatically available then and there.

Software Proposes the Optimal
Storage Location

The company obtains an exact overview of its complete inventory in seconds. This can even include every individual item’s
location and orientation.

Digital tracking systems generate considerable benefits for
outdoor storage facility logistics,. The status of the complete
inventory is automatically available as dynamic live information
and any detail about a part can be retrieved immediately. In
addition, the system’s software provides support for optimal
storage planning. It proposes the most efficient inventory

From the Storage Location into
the Building
Outdoor storage facilities are just the beginning, though. A

management possible and is thus a valuable tool for routine

multitude of parts are additionally stored in buildings. Until

decision making. Nevertheless, storage locations are still freely

now, movements of parts from an outdoor storage facility

defined. People still decide where new items are to be stored.

into a building could not be tracked automatically. The Fraun

The system notes when its decisions are not followed. It imme-

hofer IFF is collaborating with ENERCON to cover this transi-

diately adjusts to the new storage situation and, building upon

tion, too. Existing indoor tracking and newly developed out-

this, computes the next efficient options.

door tracking solutions are being combined. The seamless
transition from tracking systems with GPS receivers to other

Transparent Inventory Management

tracking systems or vice versa will notify warehouse management systems of an item’s current position at any time, regardless of whether it is in a building or an outdoor storage facility.

This establishes optimal transparency in inventory management. The digital visualization of its actual inventory enables
every manufacturing unit at ENERCON’s Magdeburg facility to

From Storage to the Road

access any relevant information rapidly and obtain the necessary overview. Consequently, overlapping procedures are com-

The solution does not stop at the edge of the company’s

bined more closely. Naturally, the system also supports stock

premises. Positioning and communications solutions such

reductions or adjustments of stock to just-in-sequence manu-

as GPS and cellular radio, which do not require any permanent

facturing.

infrastructure, make the system usable outside the company’s
premises. It has interesting benefits for monitoring the transport of large parts and construction and work equipment.
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Monitoring transports is the key to attaining more transparency and security. The logistics experts at the Fraunhofer IFF develop the right
systems solutions for such tasks.

Among other things, more effective batteries have to be in-

Less Work for More Information

stalled if lengthier transports are to be monitored. The integrated shock sensors register influences on an item during

The automated solution is far more convenient than and

transport. They are localized immediately and promptly trans-

superior to conventional approaches. Newly acquired and cur-

mitted to a control center by GSM. Thus not only whether,

rent information enables logisticians to focus more on

how often and where a p a r t has been moved but also any

optimizing a storage facility. The reduction in work not only

forces active during transport are detected. Since the system

cuts storage costs but also makes the workload more efficient.

transmits its data in very short intervals, the entire transport

Complete storage of all storage operations in the system or on

procedure is documented, including any adverse affects on a

a digital nameplate delivers an inexpensive part history, which

p a r t . The sensor system would therefore be an important step

can cover all stages from production, storage and different

toward complete active monitoring of transports.

transports to a construction site.

The system has another benefit. Its flexibility and indepen-

ENERCON is utilizing the logistics support system for outdoor

dence from any infrastructure, e.g. antennas, also enables it to

storage facilities at its Magdeburg facility with great success.

track objects in rugged and undeveloped terrain. Construction

Its flexibility, simplicity and ruggedness make the system at-

equipment, cranes, vehicles could all be tracked off-road easi-

tractive for many other domains. Ultimately, not only logistics

ly.

but also other corporate units such as quality assurance will
benefit from it considerably. ■
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Michael voigt, Engineering Manager
Business unit: Material handling engineering and systems

favorite project to date: the development of a system that optically monitors cargo
space with range imaging sensors.
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specialist in wireless communications, positioning and identification systems
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New Methods
of Digital
Engineering
Digital technologies influence the devel-

Achieving this goal will entail more

opment and manufacture of products at

than just significantly increasing the

many points. Effective tools for boosting

number of functions and processes in a

efficiency, they have become standard in

factory described digitally. The chal-

manufacturing companies. Yet, as effec-

lenge begins with the active incorpora-

tive as they are, they often only provide

tion of employees’ knowledge in the

selective support, for instance in design

development of a product and contin-

or in planning, instead of being taken ad-

ues with the creation of interaction ca-

vantage of in every stage of a product’s

pable, intuitively understandable mod-

life. Their full potential has thus still not

els of extended mixed reality scenarios.

been tapped. Complete, cross-process

Digital product data can thus be used

use of digital tools throughout a product’s

continually to manage the entire prod-

entire life cycle, i.e. the “digital factory”,

uct life cycle. This in turn makes prod-

is still all too frequently thwarted by too

ucts better and more reliable, expedites

little “digital thinking”.

operations, conserves resources and
cuts costs sustainably.

One of our key tasks in the future will
therefore be to connect real and virtual

Digital engineering will be strategically

systems interoperably and thus facilitate

important for Germany, a center of de-

distributed, collaborative work. This ne-

velopment and manufacturing. We will

cessitates combining information from

have to tackle the related fully new de-

the widest variety of technical disciplines

mands on the methods of digital engi-

understandably. Professional planners

neering. It will be essential that we cre-

must be able to quickly understand what

ate solutions that provide new forms

information software is displaying during

of organizational, semantic and techni-

development and how this information

cal interoperability for interdisciplinary

affects their field. The goal is to map so-

collaboration. Naturally, these develop-

lution spaces that support interdisciplin-

ments will always have to customized

ary work “in real time”. This would make

for companies. This is in turn an advan-

it far easier for us to state, for instance,

tage for them, since it will help them

how modifications to electronics would

attain a decisive competitive and

affect hydraulics.

knowledge edge.
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High above the Rooftops:

The Virtual City
Model
			

2004 Almost

			Andreas Höpfner

Graphics: Fraunhofer IFF

nothing is impossible in the virtual
wo rld. Laws of physics can be playfully suspended.
Spat iotemporal constraints disappear. Humans attain
unlimited freedom. They can move in foreign, exotic
locations without even having to leave the room. V irtual reality makes computers worlds of discovery.

One does not have to wander far away. Even familiar things
such as one’s own city can be rediscovered. Who does not
dream of simply flying over the spires of the cathedral and
then gliding in a nosedive over the cathedral square just to
pull up again to the towers of the monastery? Till Eulenspiegel
led the people of Magdeburg to believe that he would flyfrom
city hall but the bishop retorted: “A person will never fly.”
That is no longer a problem with the airplanes of today. In the
meantime not even an airplane is needed.

Immersion in Worlds of Discovery
Now shutter glasses can be worn to see Magdeburg with other eyes. Researchers at the Fraunhofer Institute for Factory Operation and Automation IFF have developed an extensive, virtual model of the 1200 year old city on the Elbe. It supports
urban planners and architects as an important tool in their daily work. Virtual-interactive visualization of a city opens new
possibilities to communicate technically sophisticated issues
quickly, vividly and realistically. Thus urban planners, architects, policymakers and citizens affected by building projects
can all use this virtual model as a planning tool or for decision
support. Architectural changes can be viewed on a virtual tour

The Monastery of Our Lady in Magdeburg. Photo: Fraunhofer IFF

through a city’s streets or even an overhead flight. The virtual
model substantially facilitates the comprehension of wideranging activities when urban planning projects are being carried out.

Information on specific objects can be stored for every individual building and retrieved during a presentation. Thus, for example, when decisions about urban restructuring measures

Planning Tools for a Virtual City

have to be addressed, designs can be evaluated in the virtual
model based on their photorealistic appearance as well as
building characteristics.

The virtual model of a real city is mapped in a real-time animated 3D computer space and endowed with extensive func-

This especially benefits building project planners and decision

tions. Photorealistic representations of facades and buildings,

makers without expert knowledge of architecture and building

unlimited freedom of movement and extensive interactive

objectively when they evaluate design alternatives. Since, rath-

functions are distinctive features of the model. In this specific

er than the two-dimensional plans and architectural views pre-

context, interactive means that users’ actions have a direct im-

viously used, photorealistic, three-dimensional computer mod-

pact on the virtual model. Not only are users immersed in a

els are used to communicate the content of the presentation,

world made of bits and bytes but they also become an active

everyone involved is able to quickly comprehend a design.

part of the virtual reality. Thus they have nearly unlimited pos-

Thus architects, builders and public authorities all already have

sibilities to experience and configure it. The application goes

a realistic picture of future buildings in an early phase of plan-

far beyond merely viewing buildings, residential streets or en-

ning and can thus avoid expensive additional costs caused by

tire neighborhoods. Elements can be changed, removed or re-

re-planning. Manifold possibilities for using the hardware from

inserted in the virtual model. Buildings can be altered and re-

simple laptop to realistic imaging using spatial image replica-

located, residential streets can be laid and changed. Users can

tion supplement the concepts of interactive visualization and

smoothly import both complete urban planning concepts and

give the system great flexibility and mobility.

architectural designs of individual buildings into the virtual
model and present them without having to interrupt the presentation of the model.
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3D
The Golden Rider in front of city hall with St. John’s in the background.

Attractive Appearance, Optimal
Clarity

Technical Implementation of a
Virtual City Model

The use of virtual models in architecture and urban planning is

A virtual city model is composed of individual main compo-

a valuable tool made appealing by the attractive appearance

nents:

and easy comprehensibility. It opens valuable potentials for vi-

1. terrain/ground model,

sualizing designs. Its versatility is impressive. Ultimately, it

2. buildings,

would even be possible to let a Till Eulenspiegel have his fun

3. vegetation,

and, even if only virtually, give him the wings he so longed for.

4. streetlighting,
5. secondary urban assets (e.g. bus and streetcar stops, fountains and monuments),
6. interactive functionalities (menu navigation, free navigation, city tours, information on specific buildings and assets,
urban planning design alternatives).
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Terrain texture is generated from aerial photographs. These

Examples of these functions are the following applications:

images can be applied both to flat surface areas and three-di-

–	User-oriented menu navigation (following individual user

mensional terrain profiles. The latter involves more effort but

settings)

achieves greater realism. Measuring points are required to pro-

–	Implementation of interactive urban planning options

duce three-dimensional terrain profiles. When areas are larger,

–	Free navigation (unrestricted user movement)

these are acquired by airborne measuring systems. However,

– Predefined city tours (route specified by the client)

already measured points from survey plans can also be inte-

– Predefined viewpoints (specified by client)

grated.

–	Image and video extraction for publications (any time during model presentation),

Structures and buildings are modeled as virtual models. Texture photos affixed to the three-dimensional building geometry are used to visualize the facades. Trees, vegetation, streetlighting as well as other street and secondary urban objects
are automatically read in through digital survey plans, extracted manually from aerial photos or recorded by on site surveys.

–	Access to specific building and object information using
menu navigation
–	Display of design characteristics (building area, building
costs, living standard),
– Menu selection of documentation of the history of urban
planning situations in different periods. ■

If terrain, building structure and other urban objects are integrated in the virtual model, they can be enhanced with extensive interactive functions.

3D
Fürstenwall and cathedral in the capital of Saxony-Anhalt
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Virtual Engineering
f257+($872027,9(
industr<
Prof. Michael Schenk and Dr. Steffen Straßburger

Photo: Fraunhofer

2005

V irtual Engineering provides methods and tools for the integrated digital development,
testing and operation of products and factories. V irtu al prototypes and models are a cor nerstone of virtual engineering. These future technologies have become indispensable, especially
in the automotive industry. They are becoming increasingly established in other industries,
too, such as aircraft manufacturing, machinery and plant manufacturing or medical technology. Customized solutions based on virtual engineering are already being developed and offered today at the V irtual D evelopment and Training Centre VDTC of the Fraun hofer Institute
for Factory Operation and A utomation IFF in Magdeburg.

Carmakers are being confronted by the challenge of develop-

subsequently generated from the CAD data. When functional-

ing and launching new products in shorter time, at lower costs

ities are integrated in these 3D models, a virtual model is ob-

and with higher quality. This necessitates new approaches in

tained. Its functions can be safely and inexpensively visualized

product development, production planning and manufactur-

and tested on the virtual prototype. Components from various

ing. Virtual engineering addresses these problems and makes

suppliers and development partners can be brought together

an integrated digital process chain possible from product de-

in a virtual prototype and tested in a 3D functional model.

velopment to a virtual factory and up through the real one. Ex-

Strength analyses, aerodynamic tests or crash tests on a digital

periences from a real factory are subsequently reincorporated

model save time and money that would be needed for experi-

in virtual models.

ments on real prototypes. The consistent use of systems for
product data management (PDM) facilitates interdisciplinary

Two ideas are fundamentally important here: On the one

cooperation between product development teams. PDM man-

hand, closely connecting product development with produc-

ages all of the product data and supports distributed coopera-

tion planning in the product generation process can influence

tive work.

the manufacturing compatibility of a product at an early stage.
This is especially important since seventy to eighty percent of

Thus, development processes can be parallelized and the time

production costs are determined at the beginning of product

until market readiness can be shortened decisively. Later man-

development. On the other hand, the virtual factory planned

ufacturing processes are also engineered on a virtual model.

on the computer must be synchronized with the real factory’s

The real-world manufacturing processes, including their re-

processes and data. If optimizations have to be undertaken in

spective quality standards and tolerances, are used for tests

serial operation then these must be reincorporated in the digi-

and specifications on a virtual model. Along with the virtual

tal factory model. In the ideal case, optimization measures are

engineering of products and processes, virtually planning and

assessed in the virtual model beforehandl.

safeguarding the factory with its various production lines is
also an important field of virtual engineering. The tools for the
digital factory are used to create a virtual model of the plant.

Tests and Experiments with
Virtual Models

planning, which is subsequently reviewed and refined with

Virtual models used for product and process engineering are

tual plant model can be used to verify control programs and all

the chief element of virtual engineering. High-tech CAD tools

a plant’s essential functions. This makes “virtual commission-

are used to design vehicles and components. 3D models are

ing” possible, which helps cut time and costs during the real

Libraries provide standardized components for rough layout
CAD models of the components to be manufactured. The vir-

Interactive 3D model

3D

of a VW gear. Graphics:
Fraunhofer IFF
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commissioning. Since carmakers have a manufacturing depth
of around twenty percent, establishing virtual engineering
among their suppliers as well is crucial since they carry out the
remaining eight percent of the manufacturing processes.

Virtual Engineering the Fraunhofer
IFF’s VDTC
Together with academic and nonacademic partners, the Fraunhofer IFF VDTC is addressing the issues of virtual engineering in
a holistic approach. One example is displayed in the graphic on
page 19. VDTC specialists have generated an interactive visualization of the type of gear VW uses in the Golf or the Bora.
The virtual model visualizes the gear’s geometry and function
and can be used to support the development process. Such interactive and experimentable digital 3D representations of an
evolving product are called digital mock-ups (DMU). They allow
Hiding the covering reveals the gear’s moving insides. The gear shift

already analyzing an inspection compatible computer model

is displayed on the right.

and visualizing functions during the design phases. In the automotive industry, design reviews using virtual prototypes have
already led to a substantial reduction of the number of physical
prototypes.

3D

Whether a design engineer or an assembler later on, the user
of a virtual model can interact directly with the product and
move freely in the virtual environment. Depending on the representation’s level of detail, every assembly and every single
component of the machine can be examined. Techniques that
make certain components of the machine transparent or hidden can also make internal and thus hard to access elements
visible (top picture on page 20). Later on, the virtual model can
be used to plan and test the gear assembly (bottom picture on
page 20). Here, for instance, the joining sequence must be
stipulated, accessibility tested and any collision of parts eliminated. The assembly sequence thusly generated forms the basis for planning production and training specialists.
The latter is a particular strength of the specialists at the Fraunhofer IFF’s VDTC in Magdeburg: Their visual interactive training
system makes it easy to develop training programs from a
functional representation produced in design. Thus, specialists
can learn on a virtual model how to execute highly complex
assembly steps. The after sales department can use similar
models and techniques for virtual maintenance and operating

Exploded view of a VW gear.
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Nicole Mencke, Engineer
Business unit: v irtual interactive training

favorite project to date: v irtual power line planning for a utility company.

photo: dirk mahler

specialist in computational visualistics and the virtualization of urban structures
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reaLLy
controLLing
virtuaL machines
Marco Schumann and Torsten Böhme

2006

photo: viktoria Kühne

the increasing complexity of machines is demanding significantly more time and effort for their commissioning. at the
fraunhofer iff v irtual development and training Centre vdtC
in Magdeburg, components of a machine control system can be
tested on a virtual model of a machine before the real machine
goes into operation.

The manufacture of automated manufacturing equipment

identified before implementation. Consequently, a key field of

such as machine tools or special machines is characterized by

application is the use of digital models for the integrated plan-

intense cost and time pressure and simultaneously increasing

ning, validation and control of product development process-

demands on product quality. The time and effort required to

es. Moreover, interactive visualization and simulation are in-

develop and manufacture new products is evolving into a cru-

creasingly growing in importance for sales since interested par-

cial competitive factor. Not only product development but also

ties can be given a convincing impression of a finished ma-

service, training and marketing are increasingly playing a role.

chine or a complete system even before they make a purchase. In the planning and design stage, a machinery manu-

For the most part, automated manufacturing equipment is de-

facturer’s client can be involved in the broader development

veloped sequentially. The steps of mechanical design engineer-

and production process so that the product produced is cus-

ing, electrical design engineering and control system develop-

tomized to that client’s specific needs.

ment are completed successively. Control software in particular is developed and first tested on the real machine. The increasing complexity of manufacturing equipment is causing
problems ever more frequently. Mistakes from earlier stages of
development often only become apparent when a machine is

Creating Virtual Models from
Existing Data

commissioned. This generates further iterative cycles in devel-

The time and effort that go into creating virtual models and

opment and prolongs the time until a machine is commis-

incorporating them in existing VR systems is still relatively sub-

sioned. In the worst case, this is connected with exploding

stantial, though. Specialized software solutions exist for many

costs. Sound testing of the software on the real machine is of-

applications, which predominantly employ their own data for-

ten impossible for reasons of time.

mats. Frequent data conversions into different formats are laborious, may be afflicted by data loss and often only able to

Virtual Models in the
Product Life Cycle

function in one direction. A 3D CAD system and VR systems
interface is a typical example. A CAD system operates with parameterized volume data, for example. However, the overwhelming majority of VR systems employ polygonal surface

Interactive visualizations and simulations enable the use of a

models for visualization. Complex CAD data can often be

computer to clearly and realistically reproduce complex struc-

transferred into a VR system only after substantial simplifica-

tures and processes. Virtual models can already convey a com-

tion. Modifications of the data in the VR system during a de-

prehensive, three-dimensional impression of a product in early

sign review often cannot be exported back to a CAD system at

stages of development. The preliminary design can be tested,

all or only with much work.

dimensions can be checked and potential error sources can be

Integrated use of virtual models in development, operation and training as well as for presentations: Fraunhofer IFF
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available in a virtual environment. This approach is described
below in the section “Coupling a Real Control System with the
Virtual Model”.

Functional Tests on the
Virtual Model
So that the commissioning stage does not act as a factor prolonging the overall development time of equipment, the ability
to perform functional tests at as early a time as possible is advantageous. In practice, a functional test can only be performed when the design engineering has been completed.
Several development tasks can proceed simultaneously (simultaneous engineering) only when a virtual prototype is used.
The functional test can already be started on digital models in
the virtual environment while the machine is still being manuThe enclosure is hidden to show the moving insides of the gear unit.

factured.

The gear system has been inserted on the right.

From the perspective of the engineers involved, a functional
test in a virtual environment requires merging two model
Over several years of development work, the Fraunhofer IFF

worlds. On the one hand, design engineers have their CAD

produced a tool that allows exporting CAD data from com-

model world. The CAD models have to be transferred to the

mercially available systems such as Pro/Engineer, CATIA or

virtual environment and be “revivable” by a kinematic simula-

SolidWorks to a VR system also developed by the Fraunhofer

tion. This means that the degrees of freedom in the move-

IFF. Correct object names as well as the assembly structure

ment of individual components must be mapped correctly and

configured by a design engineer are transferred. Coordinated

thus allow a visualization of the machine’s state. Control engi-

modules facilitate potentially necessary reworking such as pre-

neers need a functionally oriented model world for their devel-

paring different levels of detail, smoothing edges or applying

opment work, which reproduces a machine’s performance to-

textures. This minimizes the work required to generate the ge-

gether with the control system. This necessitates a perfor-

ometry model.

mance simulation that can react to external control signals in
real time.

The geometry model serves as the basis for the creation of the
functional model, i.e. mapping of a machine or plant’s performance. An object’s performance in a virtual model is described
in a completely different programming language than, for example, a CNC machine tool’s motional sequences. If the virtual

Coupling a Real Control System with
the Virtual Model

model is intended to be used for training purposes, the real

Specialists from the Virtual Development and Training Centre

control components (CNC or SPS programs for instance) must

VDTC coupled the fully functioning control system of a heavy

be laboriously converted into the programming code for the

machine tool with its virtual model. Connecting the real con-

VR system. This requires so much work required in practice

trol system with the virtual model environment can parallelize

that it outweighs the potential benefits of VR supported train-

the development process in the technical domains involved.

ing systems and is thus one of the reasons why only a relative-

Design engineers work in their accustomed CAD environment.

ly low number of VR based training systems are in use so far.

The control systems engineers are enabled to develop their

Here too, the team of researchers at the Fraunhofer IFF suc-

software in parallel on the virtual model of the machine. They

cessfully developed a new approach, which makes already ex-

too can already work on the real control system. The virtual

isting electronic information used in product development

model of the machine created to do this consists of the kine-
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matic model and the performance model. It reproduces the

first immediate experience with a product and freely move in

fundamental characteristics of the machine’s performance.

the virtual environment to explore a machine. It is possible to

The machine’s operating performance and disturbance re-

examine every assembly and every single element of a ma-

sponse can already be tested during the development phase.

chine, depending on the representation’s level of detail. Tech-

Thus a machine can be optimized throughout the entire de-

niques that make certain machine components transparent or

velopment process.

hide them also make it possible to view internal or difficult to
access elements in the virtual world. If functional models un-

Operator Training in the
Virtual Environment

derlie the machine’s assemblies, it is possible to move a machine’s individual parts and learn their functionalities. Naturally, this allows assembling and operating complete products,
machines and plants.

Such a system can be used beyond the development process
for many and diverse applications, e.g. operator training or

Thus, virtual-interactive representations can effectively present

CNC programmer training. The virtual machine model guar-

a product’s advantages as well as its design and operation. A

antees realistic machine performance. This makes training

comprehensively designed product scenario can be used for

conducted on the machine especially demonstrative. Thus,

the widest variety of target groups, e.g. sales, operating or

manufacturers of technical assets can already provide their

service staff. ■

customers virtual training environments, while the real machine is still being manufactured. Customers have the advantage of being able to train their operators at an early stage in
an environment in which potential operating errors cannot
cause damage on a real machine. This additionally saves valuable time. Operators have already acquired initial experience
handling a machine before it is put into operations.
Connecting the virtual model with the real control system
during the machine’s operation generates other advantages.
On the one hand, model parameters can be obtained from
the real machine’s performance. This is used to render the
machine model more precisely so that modifications of machine configuration can be tested and implemented parallel
to ongoing operation. Thus, setup times can be minimized.
Likewise, by coupling the machine model to the real machine,
current operating parameters can be documented parallel to
machine operation and the machine’s condition can thus be
diagnosed.

Virtual Interactive Product
Presentations as Sales Support
NC test on an interactive 3D model of a heavy machine tool.

Visual interactive reproductions of machinery and plants can

Photo: Dirk Mahler

significantly contribute to efficient product presentation and
constitute a universal marketing instrument. Apart from their
demonstrativeness, even including images and videos, interactivity is another extremely important feature of product presentations that use virtual methods. Users can acquire their
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Broad Expertise for
Custom Equipment
Manufacturing
Virtual Reality for
Equipment Simulation
Torsten Böhme and
Daniel Erning

2010

Highest quality complex automation and customized solutions are
th e niche of many medium-sized G erman manufacturers. They create ranges
of products that only few competitors are able to place on the market. And
th ey do all this with great flexibility. The programming of complex machine
operations constitutes a major challenge in custom equipment manufacturing and necessitates quite specialized s olutions for this niche market’s
needs. SM Calvörde takes advantage of the Frau nhofer IFF’s diversified
expertise.

Custom equipment manufacturing lives from products perfect-

Among other things, SM Calvörde Sondermaschinenbau

ly customized to their customers’s needs. However, the quality

GmbH & Co. KG has specialized in manufacturing systems

of an engineered machine stands and falls with the reliability

that weld large components for the rolling stock manufactur-

and effectiveness of the programming. Hence manufacturing

ing industry. With up to sixteen NC axes, as in the project

with complex machines greatly depends on flawless control.

overseen by the Fraunhofer IFF, the equipment must effectively
complete highly complex tasks in short time. Thousands of

Commercial Tools Have
Definite Limits

spot welds must be made on components by means of various
welding and gripper arms with pinpoint accuracy. The challenge: The components have large, partly bulky dimensions
and their manufacturing tolerances vary minimally. Neverthe-

NC programming of simpler machines or systems can be done

less, a maximum of operations ought to run automatically

with conventional commercial software tools. Equipment man-

without requiring the equipment operator’s intervention. Po-

ufacturers use them to define the simple operations per-

tential collisions, terminations and the like are tabu. They con-

formed by a machine. However, commercial tools have distinct

sume material and time and thus cost money.

limits. More complex tasks and flexible solutions require a programmer’s intervention. Individual cycles for specific machines

Hence, the custom equipment manufacturer called in the re-

can only be incorporated with effort and are thus time con-

searchers and developers from the Fraunhofer IFF with their

suming and costly. Custom solutions can no longer be highly

expertise in the simulation and optimization of machine oper-

automatic. These circumstances make it more difficult to pre-

ations. Their work entails far more than simple 3D simulations.

vent collisions by a welding system’s mechanical arm, for in-

“Engineering plays at least just as large a role in our work as

stance. This, in turn, is costly.

virtuality,” says engineer Torsten Böhme from the Fraunhofer
IFF and in charge of the project. “If you don’t understand how

The Fraunhofer Institute for Factory Operation and Automa-

a machine functions, you can’t simulate it exactly, let alone

tion IFF is the contact for custom solutions for high-tech prob-

optimize it through simulation.”

lems. Its engineers have been working in the field of virtual
engineering for a long time and are specialists in equipment
simulation. The researchers in Magdeburg are able to threedimensionally describe, model, simulate or commission entire
industrial plants. Above all, the experts benefit from years of

Automatic Programming and NC
Simulation at Machine Level

experience in a variety of projects and thus have a wealth of

Crucial elements of the completed work are two new solu-

knowledge about custom solutions at their disposal on the

tions: A tool for effective automatic NC programming and real

spot.

time NC simulation at machine level. The programming tool
fully describes in a 3D simulation every motion sequence and

Single Source Solutions Save Time
and Money

process parameter needed to machine the component.

“The Fraunhofer engineers’ ability to deliver all solutions from
one source was certainly also crucial to the product’s quality,”
explains Herbert Kraus, CEO of SM Calvörde. Otherwise, it
would have been impossible to implement the project with
such speed. “An approach by the way, which we also cultivate
as a custom equipment manufacturer and thus greatly value.”

The custom equipment manufacturer in Saxony-Anhalt exports its
systems all over the world, like this one to China.
Photo: SM Calvörde GmbH
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The programming tool fully describes in a 3D simulation every

The developers involved from the Fraunhofer IFF did not have

motion sequence and process parameter needed to machine

to purchase any third party codes for the entire project. A now

the component. It can both import all common CAD formats

extensive pool of solutions developed for the widest variety of

into the programming environment and – this is impossible

specialized tasks means that a custom solution is often within

with commercial tools – integrate a machine’s specific cycles.

easy reach, sometimes only as far away as a file folder on a

Many contingencies must be allowed for in such a complex

saves time and resources.

shelf. This is not only convenient for everyone involved, it also
system with several axes and actions. So-called dynamic safety
zones were therefore created, which protect the machine from
collisions while it completes its operations. Thus, several tool
arms are also able to operate simultaneously. All of the data
captured is used to generate the source code intended to co-

Creating Custom Solutions Today
for Reuse Tomorrow

ordinate the control of welding of components. However, a

“Combining the NC programming environment with the NC

crucial intermediate step occurs here in order to maximize reli-

code simulation produced an efficient package that supports

ability and quality. Coupling the generated control codes to

both us as the equipment developer and the equipment oper-

the real equipment controller allows running the complete

ator,” observes Herbert Kraus, CEO of SM Calvörde.

program in real time 1:1 on virtual axes.
In turn, the solutions produced in this project could bear fruit
Equipment operators can test the complete operation on a

in follow-up projects as well. The process of resistance spot

monitor once more and thus execute a realistic dry run.

welding implemented in these types of equipment can be re-

If they detect ineffective operations or problems crop up in the

placed by laser beam welding in new systems, thus making it

process, they can revise program yet again. “This allows pro-

possible to meet current market and customer demands since

duction to run at approximately ninety percent, which is ex-

the basis for this type of equipment has been created. “In this

tremely advantageous for operators,” explains Torsten Böhme,

case, spot welds would become seam welds or have other

proudly adding that, “the basis for real time coupling comes

geometric shapes,” says virtual engineering expert Torsten

from one of our earlier virtual commissioning projects, by the

Böhme, looking ahead. ■

way.”

Coupling the generated control
codes to a machine’s real controller makes it possible to virtually test a complete program
in real time. This enables the
equipment operator to test the
complete operation on a monitor once more – a realistic dry
run. Graphic: Fraunhofer IFF
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Eric Bayrhammer, Engineer
Business unit: v irtual engineering

favorite project to date: “v iro-Con”, the development of a virtual environment for the
configuration and testing of modular robot systems at sChunK gmbh & Co. Kg.
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specialist in methods and tools for virtual product development
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Virtual Flows,
Real Benefits
Using Virtual Reality Material Flows for Planning
in the Automotive Industry

Photos: Dirk Mahler

Steffen Masik and Carsten Pöge

2012

T h e a u t o m o t i v e i n d u s t r y i s u n d e r t re m endous competitive pressure worldwide. Econ omic and

technic a l d e v e l o p m e n t s n e c e s s i t a t e c o n t i n u a l modifications of organization and production processes.
Many c o m p a n i e s , i n c l u d i n g t h e c a r m a k e r Vo l k s wagen, are relying on the digital factory to expedite their
produc t a n d m a n u f a c t u r i n g o p e r a t i o n s . S i n ce i t attaches particular importance to early production planning sy n c h ro n i z e d w i t h a m u l t i t u d e o f c o r p o r a te processes, this global player is collaborating with the
Fraunh o f e r IFF’s v i s u a l i z a t i o n e x p e r t s .

Globalization is increasing competitive pressure all over the

A Faithful Copy of Reality

world. Production is one of the mainstays of an advanced industrial company. Steadily mounting demands are make contin-

Three-dimensional representation enable the human eye to

uous improvement all the more important to companies. Manu-

comprehend abstract correlations even faster. 3D computer

facturers with complex products and processes particularly have

animations represent reality nearly 100 percent and enable

to deal with process structures with maximum efficiency in or-

users to “immerse” in data and move in a virtual environ-

der to generate sustainable success. Flexible and adaptable fac-

ment as in the real world. This new technology delivers plan-

tory systems are therefore in demand. Factory planners often

ning certainty that was unattainable heretofore. Methods of

face the challenge of having to cope with the steadily increas-

digital planning have become increasingly established in in-

ing complexity of planning tasks in less and less time. Meeting

dustry in recent years and the number of users is rising con-

these demands requires integrated support for factory planning

stantly. The Fraunhofer IFF has been collaborating with the

through sophisticated and user friendly IT tools. The concept of

carmaker Volkswagen for many years. A pilot project was

the “digital factory”, a virtual copy of a planned or existing fac-

completed together with the company’s IT unit in Wolfsburg

tory including every machine, production line and piece of

and Volkswagen Sachsen GmbH to evaluate new potential

equipment, is especially important, particularly for companies

for benefits from 3D visualization for simulated flows. It fo-

from the automotive, aircraft, machinery and plant manufactur-

cused on the planning of a production unit. The specialists at

ing and electronics industry.

Volkswagen and from Magdeburg had to clarify how 3D visualization can support the planning of a system that stores

Visualizing complex production and logistics systems in factory

bodies for painting. Since bodies for different models and col-

planning decisively shortens development times, simplifies deci-

or choices run through painting in the production unit every

sion making and optimizes production line engineering. Faster

day, they must be sorted before the dipping tank. The sorting

planning cuts expenses and greater planning quality makes the

and storing of body shells is precisely what the carmaker al-

complexity of products and processes manageable, thus lower-

ready wants to test and validate virtually in the early stage of

ing their risk of failure.

factory planning.

Virtual Simulations as Planning Tool

Switching from 2D to 3D

The Fraunhofer IFF in Magdeburg has been developing such vi-

Relevant 3D layout data of the storage system and a 2D sim-

sualization scenarios effectively for years. Young engineers,

ulation model with its underlying planning data served the

computer scientists and mathematicians are now visualizing in-

Fraunhofer experts as the basis for the visualization. The aim

dividual machines and systems, stages of production and even

was to create a virtual copy of real production based on the

entire factory systems, including commercial parks and whole

integrated data model, which contains geometry data and

cities. They use simulation models of differing sizes and levels of

technical and logistical data and to connect it with the com-

detail. In most cases, 2D animations are used to visualize simu-

pany’s specific digital production planning interfaces. All of

lated processes and results of simulations. They supply sufficient

this had to be doable with a manageable amount of manual

information for a multitude of applications.

labor and as quickly as possible. In addition, the experts from
Magdeburg had to exchange changes of condition from the
simulation with the VR environment.
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Manageable Manual Labor
To create 3D animations, the Fraunhofer IFF developed a
3D visualization system, Review3D, which has interfaces
for 3D CAD exchange formats and simulation result formats. The most important CAD exchange format is the interoperable JT format. There is no standard format for
simulation data. In order to minimize the manual labor required to create and update the model, the necessary data is compiled automatically from available sources and
optimized for an interactive visualization system’s realtime specifications. Manual labor is only necessary whenever the available data are insufficient. The high level of
automation ensures that data are exchanged smoothly
when there are new versions of planning.

Faster Coordination
Virtual models furnish an effective platform that facilitates
transparent communication. Along with expediting planning and development operations, 3D layouts also turn
out to be a highly efficient communication medium. They
make technical facts generally understandable and are
free from subjective influences. They render a current
stage of planning up for discussion exeperienceable in a
realistic representation in virtual reality. Methods and
tools of the digital factory simplify the coordination and
comparison of plant specifications considerably. Visualization and simulation simplify the work of everyone involved, such as architects, factory planners and plant engineers, considerably. This pertains especially to communication in meetings. 3D visualization and animation
present complex systems clearly. A project’s status is studied and analyzed collectively and the planning project is
moved forward systematically.

Virtual models facilitate communication: Coordination is much easier
when everyone involved in planning is taking a close look at the details.

Collision Analysis and Space
Utilization Planning

compatibility with the given body sizes also becomes apparent. Often, potential collisions between machinery and pipes in a factory

Collision and space utilization analyses also add value to

building with other machinery, workpieces, transport systems, etc.

planning using 3D models. The feasibility of implementing

can only be detected with certainty in a detailed 3D model. Should

a selected type of plant in an architectural design can, for

it turn out that workpieces and equipment would collide during

instance, already be verified during deliberations on the

manufacturing operations, factory planners can already remedy this

factory building and the plant layout. The selected plant’s

at an early stage and select a new type of plant for instance. This
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Staff Training before
Commissioning
Virtual reality is an outstanding tool for interactive and realistic training because it can reproduce highly complex processes and situations inexpensively and safely. The experts
in the successful pilot project for Volkswagen have already
identified another potential use: 3D visualizations of simulated operations can be used for virtual training even before a factory has commenced routine operation. The VR
model can be enriched with educational text, image or audio information in order to enhance the impact of training
for staff in the production unit. Planners, engineers and
staff can use the Elbe Dom at the Fraunhofer IFF’s Virtual
Development and Training Centre VDTC for a complete, realistic analysis during both planning and qualification. Its diameter of 16 and a projection surface of 300 m2 make it
one of the world’s largest 360 degree laser projection system. Six lasers project virtual reality onto the 360 degree
surface and place viewers in the middle of a simulation.
This is especially valuable when the facades of new factory
buildings are being designed. The compatibility of architectural design with their surroundings can be analyzed and
visualized with VR . Realistic visualization at an early stage
in such projects reveals planning oversights and errors,
which can then be eliminated proactively.
The harsh competition in sectors intensely reliant on manufacturing such as the automotive industry is compelling
companies such as Volkswagen to shorten life cycles and
times-to-market. For Volkswagen, for example, 3D visualization of the body storage system’s simulated processes is
an important step toward improving the quality of planning
in order to achieve corporate goals. Since the Fraunhofer’s
visualization experts made it easy to switch from 2D to 3D
with a manageable amount of manual labor, more detailed
animations of mechanical processes are also conceivable in
the future. This will entail having to integrate more planminimizes expensive modifications later. Digital factory planning

ning data in the simulation. Simulations and animations will

thus guarantees that a factory will be fully functional and makes

have to be successfully connected online in order to tap po-

it experienceable in a virtual environment long before construc-

tentials to improve the cost effectiveness of operative facto-

tion begins. Since the space available in a factory building is a

ry planning. The continued collaboration of researchers

valuable resource, space utilization planning also plays an impor-

from the Fraunhofer IFF and Volkswagen will determine the

tant role. Three-dimensional models can be used to validate

outcome. ■

space utilization, even in terms of collisions and optimal transport
routes.
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